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The Rt Hon the Baroness
Prashar of Runnymede

As a charity that brings
people together for
discussions, and receives
most of its income from
conferences, the impact of
COVID -19 on Cumberland
Lodge has been severe.

In 2020, our buildings were closed from
mid-March until the end of August,
resulting in the cancellation of some of our own
events, as well as depriving us of conference income
from visiting groups and organisations.
Cost-cutting measures taken in the summer,
including some staff redundancies and an internal
restructuring exercise to maximise efficiencies,
reduced our cost base by 35% , the benefit of which
will mostly be seen in the coming financial year.
There has been no significant recovery thus far,
owing to bookings being cancelled or postponed
in light of the ongoing pandemic and its wider
economic impacts.
The reason for our closure was, of course, to
protect people, and this has been our number one
priority throughout the pandemic. While, at the
time of writing, nobody on site has been taken ill,
sadly our Visitor, Sir John Laws, died in March 2020
after contracting COVID -19. Shortly afterwards, we
also heard of the death of one of my predecessors,
Sir Eric Anderson. We are immensely grateful to
John and Eric for their unerring commitment and
friendships, and for all they did to make Cumberland
Lodge such an inspiring and convivial organisation.
We offer our deepest condolences to their families.
While the financial situation at Cumberland Lodge
remains serious, we are fortunate to have
sufficient free reserves to prevent the immediate
threat of insolvency.

We are using a portion of these, carefully and
strategically, as a buffer, while we put in place a
new business model and a strategy for continuing
to develop our own programme of activities. Our
objective is to come through this difficult period
stronger, as an organisation, if financially poorer,
and we are pouring our energies into paving the way
for an invigorating and increasingly impactful future.
Our annual review (see pages 3 – 9) demonstrates
how our programme has continued to build a
movement for change, offering transformational
experiences for participants, and generating
cross-sector recommendations on a range of issues
relating to social cohesion, which are valuable to
practitioners in many fields and to those who shape
social policy.
We are committed to maintaining this momentum,
and one of the main ways we are doing this is by
harnessing the power of new digital opportunities.
We are particularly thankful that our investment in a
multi-media studio and new audio-visual equipment
last year means that we have been well-placed to keep
our work going online while we have been unable to
host guests at Cumberland Lodge in person.
Over the past year, Sir Malcolm Evans and Baroness
M cG regor Smith stepped down from the Board,
and I am grateful to them both for their expertise
and valued contributions to our work. We also
welcomed Alan Gemmell, OBE and JP Rangaswami
as new trustees and I look forward to working with
them over the coming years.
Crises of the kind we are now facing often amplify
the qualities of individuals and organisations. What
struck me particularly, in 2020, was the tenacity,
agility and calmness of the staff and my fellow
trustees in dealing with the challenges that the
pandemic poses. I am grateful to everyone who
has contributed to safeguarding the future of this
important institution, this year, and confident that
these qualities will not only see us through the
present crisis but enable us to grow and flourish in
whatever our ‘new normal’ world will be.

The Rt Hon the Baroness Prashar of
Runnymede, CBE , PC
Chair of Trustees

The conference
I attended had a
profound effect.
It was enriching to
meet people of different
faiths, and to converse
on a topic of shared
concern. It also marked
the beginning of
new friendships.
Conference participant,
The Revd Dr Frances
Henderson, Church of
Scotland, 2020

I really enjoyed
the debate and
dynamism. Great to
be part of something
where difference of
opinion and debate
is encouraged.
Webinar guest panellist,
Commander
Dr Alison Heydari,
Metropolitan Police
Service, 2020
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The entrance door is a
doorway to possibility –
powerful, moving and
transformative discussions
taking place inside.
Larry Shulman, leadership
consultant, 2019
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What you did packed
a punch and made a
difference.
Anonymous feedback from
our Resilient Communities
conference, 2020

It was amazing to be
with so many inspirational
people, sharing
knowledge, experience
and great stories in such
a stunning venue.
Visiting conference leader,
2020

I felt immediately at ease
there. They understand
the value of conversations,
especially between people
from very different areas and
backgrounds. You can’t help
but be inspired.’
Cate Moore, Independent
Chair of Lincolnshire
Police Ethics Panel,
@cate_a_moore, 2021
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Founded in 1947, Cumberland Lodge empowers people, through
dialogue and debate, to tackle the causes and effects of social division.
We convene influential conferences, panel discussions and
residential retreats that engage people of all ages, backgrounds
and perspectives in candid conversation on issues that affect us all.

Intergenerational exchange

Promoting thought leadership

We actively involve young people in all aspects
of our work, to enhance their awareness
and understanding of social and ethical
issues outside of their fields of study. Our
renowned scholarships help high-potential
doctoral students to develop the leadership,
communication and public engagement skills
they will need to become future thought
leaders and change makers; and our student
conferences, study retreats, and workshops
for sixth-form students engage young people
from all over the UK in meaningful dialogue on
issues that have the potential to divide us.

We have a unique way of challenging silo
thinking, by bringing together people who
would not otherwise exchange views or
meet face-to-face, and encouraging them
to disagree well. We facilitate powerful
interactions that promote creative
problem-solving, and we connect and inspire
people to work towards more peaceful,
open and inclusive societies.
Cumberland Lodge is no ‘talking shop’.
Our cross-sector discussions are guided
by rigorous, interdisciplinary research,
and the key themes that emerge are
refined into practical, policy-focused
recommendations. Our briefings, reports
and digital resources are shared far and wide,
to maximise their reach and impact, and
promote thought leadership.
We also offer enriching cultural and
educational opportunities for our local
community, including: history tours, public
talks, concerts, film viewings, reading
retreats and art exhibitions.
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Canon Dr Edmund Newell

If there is one word to describe the effect
of COVID -19 on the work of Cumberland
Lodge, it is ‘digital’. Long before the
pandemic, we had taken the decision to
develop our digital presence in order to
expand our reach and become increasingly
agile in our response to current events.

So, when lockdown forced us to close for physical events in
March 2020, we were well-placed to move our work online.
I am pleased to say that this was a fairly seamless transition
and one that has allowed us to build our networks and involve ever larger
numbers of people in the conversations we convene.
This year’s highlights
During the autumn of 2019, we live-streamed a number of events, including a
discussion on Defending Democracy: Checks and Balances under the Rule of Law
led by Neal Katyal (former Acting Solicitor-General to the United States) and
Lord (David) Anderson QC (our recently appointed Visiting Fellow).

4

Audience members at our Defending Democracy panel discussion, September 2019

Then, in January 2020, when we launched our Dialogue & Debate webinar
series, we started live-streaming from our new multi-media studio. As with
all our work, our webinars involve people of different ages, backgrounds
and perspectives in candid conversation on pressing aspects of social
cohesion. The emphasis is on constructive discussion that draws on different
viewpoints and perspectives, and we were delighted to launch this initiative
with an exploration of ‘The Art of Reflection in a Digital Age’, involving
another of our Visiting Fellows, Dr Rowan Williams, and Sophie Deen, CEO
of the children’s media company Bright Little Labs.
Neal Katyal (top) and
Lord Anderson, QC (bottom),
speakers at our panel discussion
in September 2019, chaired by
Jessica Simor, QC (centre)

They do inspirational
work, leading change
and impacting on
young people’s lives.
Judith, educationalist,
February 2021

Subsequent webinars have included a four-part mini-series on issues of social
cohesion relating to the ‘Black Lives Matter’ movement, and discussions
on ‘Finding Common Values’, ‘How Future Literate is the Charity Sector?’,
‘A Good Death and The Community’, ‘Reimagining the High Street, ‘Faith
Responses to COVID -19 ’, ‘Fake News and Press Freedom’, and ‘Polarisation
and The Pandemic’. They have been hosted by our staff, trustees and
Cumberland Lodge Scholars. During the first national lockdown alone, these
webinars and our other online events involved around 10,000 participants,
which bodes well as we continue to develop this stream of work.
As well as Dialogue & Debate, we brought to fruition a series of other
initiatives set out in our five-year plan for 2016−21, Raising our Game. These
included consolidating a methodology whereby our cross-sector projects
begin with research conducted by a freelance Research Associate, to shape
and inform discussions at a residential conference held at Cumberland Lodge.
Key themes and ideas that emerge from those discussions are then collated in
a draft report, which is reviewed and refined by conference participants and
further specialists in the relevant field, before being published and launched
at a public event in Westminster.
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Dialogue & Debate webinar, ‘Black Lives Matter: Facing the Future’, July 2020

Report

Race in Britain:
Inequality, Identity &
Belonging
Author: Farhan Samanani

Dialogue & Debate webinar on ‘COVID-19 and the Digital Divide’, August 2020

cumberlandlodge.ac.uk

#CLTRTRaceinBritain
@CumberlandLodge

Report

Difficult Histories &
Positive Identities
James Wallis

Thus, in autumn 2019, we launched the reports from our previous
year’s conferences, in central London, on Race in Britain (in partnership
with the Runnymede Trust), Difficult Histories & Positive Identities, and
Working Identities. In October 2019, we also convened a consultation on
Understanding and Policing Gangs, to review the draft report prepared after
our June 2019 conference on this topic, and we launched our final report
at New Scotland Yard in January 2020. Our cross-sector conference on
Resilient Communities, convened in partnership with the Young Foundation
in February 2020, was followed by a consultation held on Zoom during
the first national lockdown, in May 2020, and an online launch event in
July 2020. The topical nature of this work has resulted in significant
interest. Our Digital Inclusion: Bridging Divides conference in November
2019 was followed by a virtual consultation in March 2020 and an online
launch in August 2020. In this sense, we were well placed to carry out our
work and continue to make a meaningful impact, despite the physical
constraints of the pandemic.
Within a short period, we have generated a considerable range of
concrete outputs – from interdisciplinary briefings and cross-sector
reports to interactive webinars, podcasts, blog posts, live-streams, and
a considerable library of audio and video recordings, which is precisely
what we aimed to achieve from our five-year plan.
We were delighted, as well, to renew our association with Goodenough
College in London, which hosted our 2019 Annual Dialogue, ensuring
that we had a lively audience of international students for the discussion
on Challenges for Democracy in the Digital Age between Lord Howell,
Dr Katharine Dommett, and Marnie Howlett, chaired by our Chairman,
Baroness Prashar.

#CLdifficulthistories

cumberlandlodge.ac.uk

@CumberlandLodge

Report

Understanding and
Policing Gangs
Robert McLean

cumberlandlodge.ac.uk

@CumberlandLodge
#clGangs

Report

Digital Inclusion: Bridging
Divides
Farah Elahi

cumberlandlodge.ac.uk

@CumberlandLodge
#clDigitalInclusion
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A wonderful place
for sharing ideas to
make this world a
better place to live in.
Fayaz, diplomat and
former Chevening Scholar,
November 2019

Despite having to postpone our summer Police Conference on justice and
reconciliation and cancel our annual Life Beyond the P hD conference, being
well prepared to move the majority of our programme online meant that we
were able to deliver an extensive range of events during lockdown. Although
our experience of online working has reinforced our belief that face-to-face
meetings are more effective than those held over the internet, it has also
highlighted the potential for hybrid events that enable people to take part who
might not otherwise attend. This will be an important consideration in future
planning, not least because greater use of virtual and blended meetings is likely
to become the norm in society as a whole.
Nurturing future thought leaders and change makers
Meanwhile, the Cumberland Lodge Scholarship scheme continues to go from
strength to strength. This year we appointed ten scholars who are studying for
doctorates at universities across the UK , and in the summer we held a virtual
reunion to bring together past and present scholars. It is particularly good that
past scholars are staying in touch and returning to participate in our events,
which is what we hoped would happen when the scheme was introduced in 2014.
As ever, we held an annual autumn retreat for the scholars, and were honoured
and delighted when the Patron of Cumberland Lodge, Her Majesty The Queen,
met privately with current scholars, in the spring, to find out more about their
role with us (see pages 32 – 34).
Our international connections
Mindful of our connections with the Commonwealth, we were pleased to
work with the Commonwealth Secretariat, the British Council and the
Association of Commonwealth Universities to convene a conference for
youth leaders from across the Commonwealth in December 2019.
The recommendations from this Commonwealth Futures: Youth Perspectives
symposium on ICT innovation, the rule of law and leadership, have been fed
into the Commonwealth Youth Forum, which in turn will feed into the next
Commonwealth Heads of Government Meeting (CHOGM).

Group work during our Commonwealth Futures: Youth Perspectives symposium, December 2019

Dialogue & Debate webinar recording in our studio, January 2020

Video-mixing in our studio control room

Our Commonwealth links were also expressed through our
Commonwealth and International Students’ Christmas Conference in 2019,
which explored the role of digital technologies in promoting progress
towards more peaceful, open and inclusive societies; and our flourishing
Emerging International Leaders Programme on Freedom of Religion or
Belief, for Commonwealth and Chevening scholars studying in the UK .
Although the final residential retreat for the latter could not take place
this year, we held a condensed programme online, instead.

Presenter using our green-screen studio

Developing our methodology
We took the opportunity to carry out a low-budget revamp of our website
this year, with support from Sereno, a web development agency that
specialises in supporting non-profit organisations. The new-look site,
unveiled in the spring, features a more mobile-friendly design, simplified
navigation with a tab-style menu, consolidated information about our main
programmes and activities, and a raft of new case-studies and testimonials.
It has also allowed us to showcase our rapidly growing library of digital
resources more effectively and help people get straight to the information
that matters to them.
Looking ahead, we are seeking to develop our main streams of work in two
main ways: by convening a wider range of partners at the outset of a project,
who are likely to act in response to the ideas and recommendations that
are generated; and by initiating more of our own spin-off projects to further
support the implementation of those recommendations. An example of the
latter can be seen in the partnership we have established with Royal Holloway,
University of London, to develop resources for schools that encourage a
balanced interpretation and exploration of Britain’s colonial history, in line with
recommendations from our 2019 Difficult Histories & Positive Identities report.
Another way in which we are seeking to expand our work is to encourage
sixth-form students to think critically about contemporary issues through
the lens of Amy Buller’s 1943 book, Darkness over Germany, which was
instrumental in the post-war establishment of Cumberland Lodge as a centre
for intergenerational dialogue. A trial event was held at the Marist School
in Sunninghill, in November 2019, involving 29 students from local schools,
and we are currently developing an online resource for national use, to be
launched in 2022 .

We need a place like
Cumberland Lodge to
bring people from diverse
backgrounds together
to discuss and reflect on
today's global issues in a
safe environment.
Webinar participant, 2020
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Senior managers preparing food parcels for the local community, during the first COVID-19 lockdown

Engaging our local community

Terrific, relevant
conversations offered
in a stunning setting.
Cumberland Lodge has
been a revelation.
Dan, professional musician,
October 2019

We are always pleased to play our part in the local community, and
so it was particularly good to be able to use our catering facilities and
work in partnership with the Crown Estate to provide supplies of food
to pensioners living in the Great Park during the early part of the first
COVID -19 lockdown. This initiative was also generously supported by
the congregation of the Royal Chapel of All Saints in the Great Park.
Meanwhile, we supported the Royal Chapel by providing a weekly Sunday
morning service online while the chapel was closed, and this partnership
is ongoing, as the number of people allowed in the chapel, even when it
has been able to open, has been significantly restricted because of the
need to maintain social distancing. You can find out more about these
initiatives on page 53.
Unfortunately, the pandemic restricted the number of events we were
able to hold for our supporters and local community this year.
Nevertheless, we marked the restoration of our historic collection of
Crimean War prints by convening a Cumberland Conversation with the war
artist Arabella Dorman. Earlier in the day, Arabella had officially opened
the refurbished Hobson Corridor, where the prints are on display. The
corridor is named after the late Sir Ronald Hobson, a generous benefactor
to Cumberland Lodge who provided a grant to restore the print collection.
Shortly before the first national lockdown, in March 2020, we held a
live-streamed Conversation with Baroness Hale, having decided not
to host an audience on-site as cases of COVID -19 were rising rapidly.
Before Christmas, the singer-songwriter Ana Silvera performed a
fundraising concert for us in our new performance space in the basement,
The Vaults. We also displayed two exhibitions of paintings by local artists
this year, by former Cumberland Lodge staff member Christina Al-Wakil
(In the Heart), and Sally Anne and Peter Jones (For the Love of Creation),
before installing our new semi-permanent exhibition boards that chart
the history and heritage of the Lodge. Meanwhile, we continued to host
our popular Dining Club, which is an income-generating initiative that
helps us to make new connections locally.

Baroness Hale

Charlotte Booth (Event Manager)

Nasima Khatun
(Management Accountant)

The war artist, Arabella Dorman, opening our restored Crimean War prints collection, October 2019

We hosted three literary events for the 2019 Windsor Festival, and our
New Year Shakespeare retreat explored The Merchant of Venice.
In February 2020, we supported the AMAR International Charitable
Foundation by accommodating a choir of young Yezidi women and other
musicians from Iraq, who were in the UK to raise awareness of how the
Yezidi people have been affected by attacks from ISIS . You can find out more
about our programme of community events on pages 50 – 52 .
Commitment and resilience

An amazing place to
foster debate, gather
people from different
backgrounds and
facilitate discussions
around vital problems
of our society.
Conference participant,
February 2020

This year there were a number of staff departures, including Dr Daren Bowyer
(Chief Operating Officer & Deputy Chief Executive), Dr Jan-Jonathan Bock
(Programme Director), Katy Crowe (Development Director) and Matthew
Hancock (Sales & Marketing Manager), but we also welcomed several new
members to the staff team, including Nasima Khatun (Management Accountant)
and Charlotte Booth (Events Manager). Two Apprentices completed their
programmes with us: Nick Hanlon (Hospitality) and Lewis Deluca (Kitchen).
At this time of rapid change and great uncertainty, it is good to look back over
the past year and be reminded of what has been achieved, whilst operating
under severe financial and logistical constraints. Although some of our work has
been curtailed, we have, at the same time, developed new ways of operating
online, and responded quickly and positively to the unprecedented challenges
that we have faced. This has only been possible thanks to the commitment and
resilience of our wonderful team of staff and Board of Trustees, who work so
hard to make Cumberland Lodge such a vibrant and effective organisation.

Canon Dr Edmund Newell
Chief Executive
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Our unique methodology
The conference
briefing document
was very useful for
giving me context in
areas that I didn’t
know much about.
Resilient Communities
conference delegate,
February 2020

The method of
working developed
by Cumberland
Lodge allows for the
exploration of new
and perhaps
contentious ideas in
a safe environment.
There is no
‘reinventing the
wheel’ here.
Understanding and
Policing Gangs
consultation participant,
October 2019

Consultations that
bring together
researchers, thought
leaders, and relevant
innovators are the key
to a better and
inclusive future.
Digital Inclusion: Bridging
Divides consultation
participant, March 2020

Our renowned cross-sector conferences promote thought leadership
around pressing issues of social cohesion, and they are backed by
independent, interdisciplinary research. Every conference is supported
by a freelance Research Associate, who prepares a pre-conference
briefing document and our final report. Before publishing our findings,
we refine them through a consultation process, to ensure a rigorous and
thorough approach, and our reports are launched with panel discussions
in Westminster, to take them to the heart of national policymaking.

1

We commission
independent,
interdisciplinary
research from
an early-career
academic or
specialist in
the field.

2

We convene a
cross-sector
conference to
facilitate
inclusive,
intergenerational
dialogue.

3

4

We consult
We publish a
conference
summary report
representatives with practical
and further
recommendations
specialists on
for change,
our draft report. and launch it in
Westminster.

Sectors represented by
participants in our
cross-sector conferences,
consultations and report
launches, in 2019 –20 :
Academia (employment)

19.4%

Charity/Think tank

21.0%

Industry/Business

2 .0%

Judiciary/Law

0.6%

Media

1.0%

Other 

10.5%

Public sector – 
Education

4.2%

Public sector – 
Health and social care

3.5%

Public sector –
Criminal Justice/Police

4.2%

Public sector – 
Government

4.5%

Religious organisation

2 .3%

Retired

1.3%

Student

25.5%

Free and open
exchange
Most of our conference sessions
are held under the Chatham House
Rule, to facilitate the free and
open exchange of views that fuels
creative thinking. But we share the
ideas that emerge, far and wide, to
maximise their reach and impact.
I was at @Cumberland L odge
recently and they managed digital
and CHR [the Chatham House
Rule] really well.
Rich Denyer-Bewick, then
Managing Director of Citizens
Online, January 2020, @The R ich DB
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New reports and recommendations
The flow from
conference to
consultation to report
launch gave me time
to digest the issues we
were addressing, in a
meaningful way. After
all, learning is reflecting.
Cumberland Lodge
provides an informal
environment with time
to connect with others
who might otherwise be
too busy to talk. It gives
you the opportunity to
discuss wider issues with
influential figures: it
really is second-to-none
in terms of networking.
It’s both small enough
and big enough. I’ve
attended conferences
all over the world and
Cumberland Lodge is
the best for networking.
Louise Westmarland,
Professor of Criminology,
Open University

The impact of our conferences is felt long after their closing sessions, and
our podcasts, blog posts and reports help to ensure that the conversation
continues. We also keep the momentum going by following up on
recommendations from our conference reports in future discussions.
Early in 2019 –20 we launched four reports from our 2018 –19 conference
series, to bring our findings to a wider public audience. These projects
were detailed in our 2018 –19 Impact Report.
Each report was launched with a panel discussion in Westminster. Copies
were distributed widely, in print and digital format, to conference and
consultation participants, academics and researchers, parliamentarians
and policymakers, heads of organisations and community practitioners.
For the first time, copies of our reports were circulated to the Chairs
of all relevant All-Party Parliamentary Groups (APPG s), and our Police
Conference report to 90 Police Crime Commissioners and Chief
Constables across the UK . The copies hosted online have attracted at
least another 1,000 views.
Digital editions of all our reports are shared as e-books to be read
on screen and as PDF downloads, available from our website and
Academia.edu profile. In 2019 –20, our reports on Academia.edu were
viewed or downloaded 580 times by 383 academics and educators in 286
city-regions around the world.
– 100% satisfied with the range of report launch speakers
– 88% satisfied with the quality and diversity of report launch discussions
– 100% of report launch participants satisfied with our published reports

Difficult Histories & Positive Identities
Author: Dr James Wallis, Cumberland Lodge Research Associate;
Research Fellow, University of Essex
Published: November 2019
Report launch: Broadway House, Westminster
‘Later events showed the conference to have been perceptively timed.
Some of the issues examined have exploded onto the scene and it is a
concern as to whether the calm appraisals and recommendations from
the conference can be equally peacefully examined across society.
Report

Difficult Histories &
Positive Identities
James Wallis

‘I’m concerned about what I see as an increasing hardening of differences
and intolerance of opposing views. Examination of contentious issues is
best undertaken in a framework of dispassionate and tolerant debate –
something Cumberland Lodge is exceptionally well-equipped to do.
Its role is ever-more important.’
Report launch feedback

cumberlandlodge.ac.uk

#CLdifficulthistories
@CumberlandLodge

‘Unequalled opportunities for revisiting entrenched assumptions and
embracing new ideas. The panellists and audience drove the boundaries
to imagining and exploring different thinking, firmly and effectively.’
Baroness Nicholson of Winterbourne
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Reception guests at our Race in Britain report launch, October 2019

Race in Britain: Inequality,
Identity & Belonging
Report

Race in Britain:
Inequality, Identity &
Belonging
Author: Farhan Samanani

Author: Dr Farhan Samanani,
Cumberland Lodge Research Associate;
Researcher, Max Planck Institute for the
Study of Religion and Ethnic Diversity
Published: October 2019
Report launch: Mary Sumner House,
Westminster

cumberlandlodge.ac.uk

#CLTRTRaceinBritain
@CumberlandLodge

Just finished reading this
thorough, well-researched
and idea-filled paper. Thank
you Cumberland Lodge. Very
useful thought-food for our
upcoming conversations
on diversity and equality at
#Basecamp at Ashridge and a
#turningthetablesconference.
Kay Scorah, founder of Turning
the Tables Conference,
October 2019, @Kay S corah

‘I had a truly enlightening time at Cumberland
Lodge. I really enjoyed the opportunity
to network, and I’m still in contact with a
campaigner I met there. Now we’re planning a
potential collaboration for new digital content
together. Sometimes racism can be studied in a
lens that feels all too scientifically empirical and
formal, but this conversation really captured the
essence of community identity and spirit.’
Conference participant
‘Where does racism happen, what does it look
like and who does it? In setting about answering
some of these questions, this report is a crucial
intervention in impasses of naming and discussing
racism in and out of British institutions... There
are some excellent recommendations for routes
forward: to engage multiple organisations and
networks within a given minority group...; to
ensure majority participation (or, why white
people need to talk to white people about race);
and the centrality of history and education to
anti-racist work.’
Extract from a review by Lara Choksey in Wasafiri
(international contemporary writing journal)

‘In 2019 I had completed
a P h D on identities and
Islamophobia, and I was
working at The Bridge
Institute, and teaching
Sociology at the University
of Nottingham. At ‘Race in
Britain’ I got to meet people
from partner organisations
who I had only spoken
to online. It was great to
make those connections
face-to-face and have
one-to-one conversations.
‘The encounters at the
conference helped me to
make new connections.
Some of the presentations
really stuck with me. They
expanded my knowledge
and furthered the debates
around multiculturalism.
Sometimes, hearing people
with differing views is a great
way of working out your own
positioning on issues.
‘Now I am a university Muslim
Chaplain and alongside my
university teaching I am a UK
Parliament Academic Fellow.
The ideas and themes from
Cumberland Lodge will inform
my Fellowship research,
because it is all about engaging
with the wider public about
issues that affect us all.
Dr Abida Malik, Muslim
Chaplain, University of
Nottingham; Race in Britain
conference participant
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Working Identities
Report

Working Identities
Eva Selenko

Author: Dr Eva Selenko,
Cumberland Lodge Research Associate;
Senior Lecturer Work Psychology,
Loughborough University
Published: December 2019
Report launch: QEII Centre

@CumberlandLodge

cumberlandlodge.ac.uk

#clWorking

‘Great to see highly salient
and policy-orientated work being
commissioned and publicly discussed.’
Report launch participant

‘I met some really fascinating people
there. I’ve since been collaborating with
the head of a think tank on projects to do
with capital and workplace accountability.’
Dr Ewan M cG aughey, Senior Lecturer in
the School of Law at King’s College London
‘Highly insightful report with important
recommendations. I’m particularly
interested in how to support young people
as they transition into adulthood, and
here’s food for thought.’
Report launch participant

Understanding and Policing Gangs report launch panel, December 2019

Understanding and Policing Gangs

Report

Understanding and
Policing Gangs
Robert McLean

cumberlandlodge.ac.uk

@CumberlandLodge
#clGangs

Author: Dr Robert M cL ean,
Cumberland Lodge Research
Associate; Associate Lecturer
in Criminology, University of
the West of Scotland
Consultation: 15 October 2019
Published: January 2020
Report launch: New Scotland
Yard, Westminster

‘Fantastic event for the
sharing of controversial, off
the wall ideas and potentially
game-changing policies. I’m
not sure how you manage
to get some of these
high-profile, busy people to
attend, but keep doing what
you’re doing so well!’
Consultation participant
‘The report shines an
important spotlight on a
significant problem for our
society. It was positive to hear
the key issues set out and
then debated by the panel at
the launch, highlighting the
solutions that are needed.’
Report launch participant

‘It was fascinating to hear the views, insights
and experiences of a range of practitioners,
researchers and policy experts, and it was
particularly useful to be able to liaise with
serving police officers because I felt like I
was learning new things ‘straight from the
horse’s mouth’.
‘The discussions gave me new perspectives
on responding to gangs. I was particularly
interested to hear about innovative
preventative work being undertaken.
‘One piece of advice from a guest speaker, in
relation to gang crime, stuck with me: “If you
do what you always do, you get what you
always get”. Now I often bring this up in my
professional life. I advise the National Crime
Agency and thanks to the Cumberland
Lodge conference I am better placed to
conduct dialogue on drugs and gangs.’
‘This work enabled me to learn about a
topic outside of my day-to-day research
on gender and policing, police ethics and
integrity. This was particularly useful for my
teaching and supervision.’
Louise Westmarland, Professor of
Criminology, Open University
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Our 2019 –20 conference series
This year we convened two residential conferences ahead of the first
national lockdown, as part of our 2019 –20 Inclusion & Opportunity
series. Both took place at Cumberland Lodge and were followed by
virtual consultations and report launch webinars, later in 2020.

Digital Inclusion: Bridging Divides
Residential conference: 14 –15 November 2019
Virtual consultation: 25 March 2020
Report publication and follow-up webinar: 5 August 2020
Report

Digital Inclusion: Bridging
Divides
Farah Elahi

cumberlandlodge.ac.uk

@CumberlandLodge
#clDigitalInclusion

DOWNLOAD

digital resources
relating to this project,
including blog posts
and podcasts

Our two-day conference on digital inclusion brought together
67 guest speakers and participants, including frontline community
workers, policymakers and senior civil servants, academics and research
students, and private sector representatives.
We explored opportunities for promoting equal access to high-quality
digital education and participation across communities, irrespective of
age, gender, income, employment, or physical or mental ability. We also
examined the scope for intelligent technology to foster a greater sense of
community and inclusion in our digital world, and to support social and
political opportunities.
Twenty participants met online in March to review our draft report,
written by freelance Research Associate Farah Elahi, a doctoral student at
the University of Warwick.
– 100% felt the conference helped to facilitate new networks between
individuals and organisations
– 92% satisfied with the quality and diversity of discussions
– 100% satisfied with the event organisation and facilitation
– 100% felt Cumberland Lodge facilitated cross-sector dialogue in an open,
peaceful and inclusive environment
This project involved 17 guest speakers, including:
– Rich Denyer-Bewick – Managing Director, Citizens Online
– Ellen Helsper – Professor of Digital Inequalities, London School
of Economics
– Dr Elaine Kasket – Psychologist and author
– Helen Milner OBE – Chief Executive, The Good Things Foundation
– Gori Yahaya – Chief Executive, Upskill Digital
Our Digital Inclusion: Bridging Divides report was published in the summer,
offering a series of practical recommendations for bridging digital divides and
improving equality of access to digital services and resources. Digital copies
were shared widely across sectors, including with MP s who have
a particular interest in digital matters. This report has been read online or
downloaded almost 200 times, including by 75 researchers on Academia.edu.

Farah Elahi
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In July 2020, we were commissioned to write a double-page feature
in Teaching Citizenship magazine, highlighting key themes and
recommendations from this project – copies of which were sent to every
secondary school in England and Wales. In August, we hosted a Dialogue
& Debate webinar, ‘COVID -19 and the Digital Divide’, to re-examine our
key learning points in light of the pandemic. This conversation has been
watched 140 times, at the time of writing.
New connections
‘An incredibly smooth
timetable, with lots of
opportunities to engage
with others over a shared
topic, albeit from different
perspectives. It’s a special
place, giving time away
from the everyday to really
think about a specific issue.’
Dr Bex Lewis, Senior
Lecturer in Digital
Marketing at Manchester
Metropolitan University;
author of Raising Children
in a Digital Age

The discussions we facilitated around digital inclusion in the UK have led
to a variety of new collaborations. The Scottish Council for Voluntary
Organisations (SCVO) forged a new link with Dr Paul Whittington, a
postdoctoral researcher in Assistive Technologies at Bournemouth
University, for example. This led to members of a Department for Culture,
Media & Sports (DCMS) working group on digital skills support liaising with
Paul about his research and user testing, as part of a wider project involving
partners such as AbilityN et, Family Fund, RNIB and Guide Dogs UK .
In the south of England, the Southern Universities Network’s ‘Uni Connect’
team, based at the University of Portsmouth, linked up with Gori Yahaya,
founder and Chief Executive of U pS kill Digital, thanks to connections made
at the conference. The Network also shared digital resources from our
conference and webinar in a digital inclusion resource pack for schools,
colleges and universities in the south of England. This pack highlights
disparities in digital access and outlines practical steps that schools and
colleges can take to address them.

‘I had a fantastic time. The event was well
organised and well-paced, with a diverse
set of presenters as well as delegates.
This led to stimulating discussions and
debates. I would strongly recommend
others to attend a Cumberland Lodge
conference in future.’
Conference participant
‘Failing to address digital inclusion
risks exponentially alienating already
excluded and marginalised groups across
society. Thank you, Cumberland Lodge,
for igniting the conversation, sparking
networks of sharing and discussion!’
Conference participant
What an inspiring two days, talking all
things good, bad and ugly where digital
inequalities are concerned; as well as
finally getting to meet online friends in
person, in such a unique setting!
Anri van der Spuy, P h D student in
Media & Communications at the
London School of Economics,
@anrivds

‘This conference was highly effective at
bringing together different sectors and
encouraging them to debate complex
issues. I think people who belong to more
than one community and understand
issues from different perspectives can
be important catalysts of change across
communities.’
Conference participant
‘Excellent information on how exclusion
is impacting on different aspects of our
increasingly digital lives. Good to talk
to colleagues from many backgrounds,
in a focused way, to build on our
understanding of potential solutions.’
Conference participant

‘Life can sometimes feel
so busy, and I am so often
reactive rather than
proactive. It’s amazing to
have the opportunity to
step away and get new
perspectives on a topic
you are passionate about.
I’m really grateful for the
learning and for space
to really challenge my
own thinking.’
Sophie Deen, founder
of the children’s media
company, Bright Little Labs
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Group discussions at our Resilient Communities conference

Resilient communities
Report

Resilient Communities

July 2020

cumberlandlodge.ac.uk

Sinéad Fitzsimons

#clyfResilient
@CumberlandLodge
@the_young_fdn

Cross-sector conference: 27–28 February 2020
Virtual consultation: 12 May 2020
Virtual report launch: 30 July 2020

DOWNLOAD

digital resources
relating to this project,
including blog posts
and podcasts

This project explored ways of fostering social cohesion to make
communities more resilient to disruptive events and developments,
and better equipped to reconfigure in their aftermath. It looked at how
state, civil society and local community actors can collaborate and respond
to conflict and decline, to promote more positive trajectories for the future.

Our residential conference was hosted in partnership with The Young Foundation,
an organisation that helps communities to thrive, through research, community-led
innovation, social innovation, ventures and investment. It involved 67 participants,
including academics and research students, policymakers, business leaders, charity
leaders, frontline community workers and activists.
Our freelance Research Associate for this work was Dr Sinéad Fitzsimons,
Education and Development Research Officer at Cambridge Assessment, and our
consultation to review her draft report involved 20 conference representatives and
further specialists in the field.
– 96% satisfied with the quality and diversity of discussions
– 100% satisfied with our hospitality and venue
– 84% felt inspired to do things differently afterwards
– 100% felt the conference supported communication and learning between
delegates from different sectors, backgrounds and professional roles
Guest speakers included:
– Ali Amla – Trustee, Solutions Not Sides
– Farah Elahi – Community Engagement Manager, Greater London Authority
– Neil M cI nroy – Chief Executive, Centre for Local Economic Strategies
– Nick Pearson – Global Chief Executive, Parkrun UK

Dr Sinéad Fitzsimons

– Julie Siddiqi – Co-founder, The Big Iftar
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We launched our Resilient Communities report with a webinar that
attracted 61 participants, watching live.

Andy Burnham

Our report was distributed widely online and to all our contributors and
invitees, as well as to our local MP, Councillors and Mayor, the Mayor of
London’s Office and London Deputy Mayors, the Chairs of 11 All-Party
Parliamentary Groups (APPG s), the Co-operative Councils Innovation
Network, the Local Government information Unit, and Mayors and
Mayoral Directors across the UK . Its recommendations were highlighted
by articles in Third Sector and UK Fundraising and op-eds in The MJ and
The Local Government Chronicle. This report has been read by a further
204 people on our website or Academia.edu, at the time of writing.

Delving deeper

Dr Joanie Willett

Recommendations from our Resilient Communities report also continue
to be woven into topics addressed in our 2020 –21 Dialogue & Debate
webinar series. For example, we convened a webinar on 18 September
2020, with guest panellists Andy Burnham (Mayor of Greater Manchester)
and Dr Joanie Willett (Senior Lecturer in Politics and Co-Director of
the Institute of Cornish Studies, at the University of Exeter), attracting a
further 68 participants. They offered regional perspectives on the findings
of our report, from the North West and South West of England.
Resilient Communities participant feedback:

Your independent
report was gratefully
received and the Mayor
has asked me to share
the report with our
Senior Policy Officers.
The office of the
North of Tyne Mayor

It sparked so many
thoughts and supported
the direction we are
travelling in. This has
formed the backbone
behind a lot of the
systems leadership
thinking we are planning.
Michelle Lawrence, Chief
Executive of Link UP UK

‘I felt humbled and privileged to be in
a room with such a diverse group of
extraordinarily gifted, thoughtful and
experienced people.’
‘One of the most fruitful events I’ve been
to in the last couple of years. Lots of food
for thought from the presentations and
the dialogue that followed.’
‘I returned from Cumberland Lodge
bursting with ideas, having taken on
board a huge amount of new information
from an exceptionally diverse range of
presenters. Conversations with other
delegates were inspiring and challenging
in equal measure.’
‘Exactly what I needed: meeting inspiring
people and learning about how others
have achieved great things. Within the
first hour I had heard three speakers who
clarified my vision. I made great links.
Just wish I could bring other community
leaders to be rejuvenated as well.’

‘I came away having found new friends,
developed new views and with a bounce
in my step.’
‘One of the best events I have ever
attended in my professional working
life. It brought together an eclectic
mix of people and enabled dialogue on
opposing perspectives in a safe space.
It made me think deeply about the
effectiveness of the trajectory of my
department’s efforts to engage with
the communities we serve.’

Pleased to be part of the discussion
stages for the @CumberlandL odge
report on Resilient Communities.
A timely report, providing key
recommendations to progressive,
grassroots change in local communities.
Ruairi Cousins, P h D student at
Loughborough University,
@ruairi_cousins
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Panel discussions in response
to pressing issues
Throughout the year, we host panel discussions, both at
Cumberland Lodge and online in webinar format, to engage diverse
audiences in open discussions on topical issues that affect us all.

Dialogue & Debate webinars

16

webinars published

880

participants joined
live

1.7k+
webinar views

400
audio listens

We launched our Dialogue & Debate series in January 2020, to offer a new way
for people to engage with our work on pressing issues of social cohesion.
At 11.00 am on the first Wednesday of every month, we share a public
discussion on a topical issue relating to our work, led by diverse guest
panellists, with opportunities to take part in live polls and submit
questions online. This work has continued throughout the pandemic,
with the frequency increasing to fortnightly during the summer of 2020,
while our conferences were postponed.
New reach and impact
Dialogue & Debate has allowed us to significantly expand the reach and
impact of our work, to involve a wider range of people in the discussions
we convene, and to respond nimbly to issues arising on the national
agenda. We aim to ensure an intergenerational and cross-sector element
to every panel, to bring different backgrounds and perspectives into the
conversation. A selection of guest panellists from our 2019 –20 webinars
are pictured in this section.
Guests register to join us live on Zoom and take part in our live polls and
Q&A, or they can watch our live-stream on Facebook Live or our website
if they prefer. Audio recordings are shared on a dedicated Sound C loud
channel and all major podcasting platforms, and video recordings can be
watched on-demand, on YouTube and Vimeo and Academia.edu.
From January to August 2020, we hosted 16 Dialogue & Debate webinars,
attracting 880 live participants. At the time of writing, these interactive
panel discussions have been watched more than 1,700 times. Our audioonly recordings have attracted over 400 listens.

‘Reimagining the High Street’ webinar, June 2020

Panellists in our ‘Enabling Interfaith Harmony’ webinar, February 2020
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Sophie Deen

Dunya Habash

Lord Green

Dr Mattia Diletti

January 2020

February 2020

March 2020

April 2020

Inspired by our ‘Digital
Inclusion: Bridging Divides’
conference, we launched
the Dialogue & Debate series
with an intergenerational
discussion about finding the
time and space for deep
reflection in a fast-paced
digital world.

Drawing on the
recommendations from our
2019 symposium report,
Democracy in Crisis? Moral
and Spiritual Resistance,
and our ongoing work on
Freedom of Religion or
Belief with international
students, we examined
creative approaches to
improving inter-faith
engagement in the UK .

Taking key themes from
Lord Green’s newly
published book, The
Human Odyssey: East, West
and the Search for Universal
Values, we discussed recent
major developments
in how we organise
human societies, and the
importance of common
ground for peaceful
intercultural relations.

We reflected on positive
responses to the pandemic
across communities and
impacts on resilience and
solidarity, drawing on
discussion from our
February 2020 Resilient
Communities conference.

Enabling Interfaith
Harmony

Finding Common
Values

Guest panellists:

Guest panellists:

Dr Mattia Diletti
Lecturer in Political
Science, Sapienza
University of Rome

Dunya Habash
Researcher and Outreach
Officer, Woolf Institute

Lord Green
former UK Trade &
Investment Minister; former
Group Chair of HSBC

Jude Habib
Founder, SoundD elivery;
former BBC reporter
and producer

Professor Linda Yueh
Fellow in Economics,
University of Oxford;
former BBC Chief Business
Correspondent

Sarah Farquhar
Organisational
Development
Director, Crisis UK

The Art of Reflection
in a Digital World
Guest panellists:
Sophie Deen
Founder and Chief
Executive, Bright Little Labs
The Rt Revd
Dr Rowan Williams
former Archbishop of
Canterbury

Dr Rowan Williams

Amro Hussain
Director, All-Party
Parliamentary Group
(APPG) for International
Freedom of Religion or
Belief

Amro Hussain

Prof Linda Yueh

Jude Habib

Togetherness in
Times of Crisis
Guest panellists:

Sarah Farquhar
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Imran Ahmed

Robert Cole

Meera Selva

Joey D’Urso

Rabbi Charley
Baginsky

Julie Siddiqi

May 2020
We continued to explore
issues relating to social
cohesion in the UK
during the pandemic, by
examining press freedom
and the challenges posed
by disinformation, hate
speech and hostility
online to mark World
Press Freedom Day.
We also convened a
discussion on different
faith community
responses to lockdown
in the UK and the role of
faith groups in supporting
communities and
bringing people together
in challenging times; and
explored different ways
of conceptualising ‘a good
death’ and responding to
grief and loss.

Onkardeep Singh

Fake News &
Press Freedom

Faith responses
to COVID-19

A Good Death &
the Community

Guest panellists:

Guest panellists:

Guest panellists:

Imran Ahmed
Founder and Chief
Executive, Center for
Countering Digital Hate

Rabbi Charley Baginsky
Director of Strategy &
Partnerships, Liberal
Judaism

Robert Cole
former BBC News and
Sky News Editor

Julie Siddiqi
Co-founder, The Big Iftar

Dr Nicholas Long
Associate Professor of
Anthropology, London
School of Economics and
Political Science (LSE )

Meera Selva
Director of Journalist
Fellowship, Reuters
Institute for The Study of
Journalism
Joey D’Urso
Media & Politics
Reporter, Buzzfeed UK

Rev Lucy Winkett

Dr Nicholas Long

Onkardeep Singh MBE
Founding member,
City Sikhs network;
Founder, Society & Me
The Revd Lucy Winkett
Writer and broadcaster;
Rector, St James’s Church
Piccadilly

Linda Magistris

Linda Magistris
Founder and
Chief Executive,
The Good Grief Trust
Julia Samuel MBE
Psychotherapist; Founder,
Child Bereavement UK
Canon James Woodward
Principal, Sarum College

Canon James
Woodward

Julia Samuel
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Will Tanner

Screenshot from our Black Lives Matter: Facing the Future webinar

Tessa van Rens

Prof Graham Smith

June 2020

July 2020

We explored the impacts of COVID -19 in relation to social
cohesion from three further angles: the extent to which the
pandemic is aggravating political polarisation; the changing role
and features of the British high-street; and specific challenges and
opportunities facing the UK charity sector during the pandemic.

Black Lives Matter

Polarisation &
the Pandemic

Reimagining
the High Street

Guest panellists:

Guest panellists:

Tessa van Rens
Researcher, Demos

Clare Bailey
Retail expert and
media contributor

Professor
Graham Smith
Professor of
Politics, University
of Westminster;
Director, Centre
for the Study of
Democracy
Will Tanner
Director,
Onward

Councillor
Matthew Brown
Leader, Preston
City Council
Lahari Ramuni
Researcher,
Centre for Cities
Saskia Sassen
Professor of
Sociology,
Columbia
University

How Future –
Literate is the
Charity Sector?

We hosted a four-part mini-series on issues
highlighted by the global Black Lives Matter
movement that had risen to prominence following
the murder of George Floyd in Minneapolis, US ,
two months earlier. Webinar titles in this series were:
– Race & Justice

Guest panellists:

– Difficult Histories

Rita Chadha
Chief Executive,
Small Charities
Coalition

– Policing & Community

Alex Skailes
Director, Cass
Centre for Charity
Effectiveness
Rachel Whale
Founder,
Charityworks

– Facing the Future
Each discussion drew on recommendations from
our recent work, including our Race in Britain,
Difficult Histories & Positive Identities and Resilient
Communities reports, and our long-running work
on policing and criminal justice matters.
We commissioned a report to outline the key themes
from this mini-series, written by former Cumberland
Lodge Scholar Dr Angelika Love, a social integration
researcher and leadership consultant who hosts
the social integration podcast Angelika Love’s
Conversations. Our report was published in
October 2020, with recommendations for promoting
more peaceful, open and inclusive ways of living.
– 599 webinar views, at the time of writing
– 308 people joined us live on Zoom
– 100% rated this mini-series ‘Good’ or ‘Excellent’

‘How Future Literate is the Charity Sector?’ webinar, June 2020

Identifying where action needs to be taken...
Children are the citizens, parents and leaders
of tomorrow. If we want them to grow up to be
empathic, we need to start today.
Mary Gordon, social entrepreneur and educator,
founder of the Roots of Empathy children’s
charity, @Mary G ordon ROE
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Report

Black Lives Matter

Angelika Love

Dr Tristram Hunt

Rev Canon Dr
Rosemarie Mallett

Wilf Sullivan

Dr Angelika Love

cumberlandlodge.ac.uk

#DialogueDebate
@CumberlandLodge

Guest panellists for our Black Lives Matter webinar mini-series:
Dexter Dias, QC
Human rights barrister
Dr Christienna Fryar
Lecturer in Black British
History, Goldsmiths
University of London
Heather Hatton
P h D History student,
University of Hull;
Cumberland Lodge Scholar
Commander
Dr Alison Heydari
Metropolitan Police Service

Leroy Logan, MBE
Founding Chair, National
Black Police Association
The Reverend Canon
Dr Rosemarie Mallet
Lambeth Equalities
Commissioner; Director,
Diocese of Southwark
Hashi Mohamed
Barrister, broadcaster and
former refugee
Zaiba Patel
Secondary school History
teacher, Oxford

'Such an
educative
discussion.’
Webinar
participant

DOWNLOAD

digital resources
from this project,
including webinar
recordings and
blog posts

‘Thank you
for the open
conversations: this is the only way
we can move forward. I will be typing up
my notes with recommendations for
our Chief Constable.’
Webinar participant

Dr Suhraiya Jivraj
Reader in Law and
Social Justice,
University of Kent

Wilf Sullivan
Race Equality Officer, Trades
Union Congress (TUC)

‘This series has enabled me to work out
at least a first approach to the changes I
want to make in my circle. I’ll refer back
to all four webinars: they offer a wide
range of lines of action.’
Webinar participant

Assistant Chief Constable
Kerrin Wilson
Lincolnshire Police

‘An absolute pleasure. I learned a great
deal, and there is plenty still to do.’
Hashi Mohamed (guest panellist)

Sunder Katwala
Director, British Future;
former General Secretary,
Fabian Society

Olivia Wyatt
Volunteer, Young historians
Project; Student, University
of York

‘We’re starting to get to the nub of
the issues... I’ll play it again to get the
full value!’
Webinar participant

Dr Tristram Hunt
Director, Victoria &
Albert Museum

We have updated our
reading/listening list
on racism and the legal
profession to include the
Black Lives Matter: Race &
Justice panel discussion from
@Cumberland L odge.
Inner Temple Library,
@inner_temple

Really excellent sessions.
Bar N one group,
supporting barrister
training applications from
under-represented groups
in law, @Bar N one2020

‘The discussion was excellently
moderated; speakers articulate
and very balanced.’
Webinar participant
‘A really challenging discussion
on a difficult issue.’
Webinar participant
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Robin Christopherson

Shabira Papain

Lauren Razavi

Tim Leech

August 2020
We returned to the ongoing impact of the
pandemic, by exploring digital inclusion in the
UK (drawing on recommendations from our
recently published Digital Inclusion: Bridging Divides
conference report) and opportunities
for addressing loneliness and social isolation
amongst young people.
COVID-19 & the Digital Divide
Guest panellists:
Robin Christopherson, MBE
Head of Digital Inclusion, AbilityN et
Shabira Papain
Head of Diversity, Inclusion and Reach, NHS x
Lauren Razavi
Future of work writer, speaker and strategist
Youth & Loneliness
Guest panellists:
Tim Leech
Chief Executive, Wave L ength
Dr Farhana Mann
Psychiatrist; Clinical Research Training Fellow,
Wellcome Trust
Kerrie Starkie
Representative, UK Youth Voice

A selection of the feedback we received from
people who joined our Dialogue & Debate
webinars in 2019 –20 :
‘Lots of interesting issues raised in this webinar,
particularly around diversity, governance, and funding
and sustainability.’
Webinar participant
‘A brilliant resource for our postgraduate students this
year. Despite the challenging backdrop of the pandemic,
they have provided students with an excellent insight
into a wide range of current topical affairs and helped to
broaden their understanding of global issues.’
Hollie Sanigar-Relf, Postgraduate Development Officer,
University of Kent
‘It gave me lots of things to think about that maybe I had
not considered before.’
Pauline Wilshire BEM , retired community volunteer
‘ Superb guest speakers. Discussions of love, life and
connections going hand in hand with grief and changes to
our known rituals in unsettling times, ensuring individuals
get the access and support when and where needed,
and sharing stories.’
Webinar participant
‘Impressed by the quality of the contributions. I had not
heard of Cumberland Lodge (I spent most of the last 40
years out of this country). My congratulations to you
on the very smooth management of the process, which
enabled even the technically incompetent like me to gain
access to an illuminating and moving presentation.’
Webinar participant
‘Productive webinars. The recent livestream has
surely made the interfaith boundary more porous,
by indulging in discussions and exchange of ideas.’
Webinar participant

Dr Farhana Mann

Kerrie Starkie
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Panel discussions with networking receptions
Alongside our successful webinar series, we continue to respond to pressing issues
arising in society by hosting public panel discussions with live audiences gathered
at Cumberland Lodge or in central London. These include the intergenerational
Cumberland Lodge Dialogue, which takes place every autumn. We finish with questions
from the audience, and a reception or dinner, to maximise networking opportunities
and interaction between participants. These events are free to attend and
live-streamed via Facebook Live and our website to maximise their reach and impact.
Neal Katyal

Lord Anderson

Defending Democracy: Checks and Balances under the Rule of Law
30 September 2019

This panel discussion examined the role
of legislation in upholding democratic
constitutions, comparing the approaches and
experiences of the UK and the US in a climate
of increasing political polarisation. It was
live-streamed to reach a wider audience online,
with 34 guests joining us at Cumberland Lodge.
We were responding directly to weeks of
unprecedented events in the Houses of
Parliament, during which the UK ’s Supreme
Court had declared the recent prorogation
of Parliament to be illegal.
Chair:
Jessica Simor, QC
EU, human rights and public law barrister
Guest panellists:
Lord Anderson of Ipswich, KBE , QC
EU, human rights and public law barrister;
Visiting Fellow of Cumberland Lodge
Professor Neal Katyal
former Acting Solicitor-General of the
United States and leading expert on
human rights and EU law

‘This talk raised some fascinating
points and opened my eyes to the
interconnecting areas and points of law
used in defending democracy.’
Beth Elford, undergraduate law student
‘There were ample opportunities to
reach out to new contacts and continue
the discussions informally.’
Panel discussion participant
‘One of the most well-organised events
I’ve ever been to: a fascinating debate
and a friendly and inclusive atmosphere.’
Panel discussion participant
'The thoughts of world-class speakers
made for a most stimulating evening.'
Panel discussion participant
‘As always, you have such a good mix of
people: there are always new networks
formed, even if they do not come from
the same industry as the forum.’
Panel discussion participant

Rarely is there
the opportunity
to hear such
world-class
speakers and
also to meet
such interesting
people at the
reception and
dinner.
His Honour
Brian Barker,
CBE QC
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Lord Howell speaking at the Cumberland Lodge Dialogue at Goodenough College, in November 2019

Challenges to Democracy in the Digital Age
7 November 2019

I made many
new contacts
with young
people and
members of
the public alike,
in discussions
following the
event. This was
an excellent way
to communicate
my research.
Dr Kate
Dommett,
guest panellist,
November 2019

This year, the Cumberland Lodge Dialogue was hosted in partnership with
the educational charity Goodenough College for the first time, to attract
a larger student audience. It took place at Goodenough College in central
London and examined the challenges and opportunities for democracy in
the digital age, drawing on insights from Lord Howell’s book, Look Where
We’re Going: Escaping the Prism of Past Politics (Unicorn 2019).
This discussion attracted 100 guests, the majority of whom were students
based at London universities, and its themes ranged from shifts in the
balance of geopolitics, to emerging forms of capitalism, the changing
nature of participatory democracy and the changing language of politics.
Chair:
– The Rt Hon Baroness Prashar of Runnymede – Chair of Trustees;
Life peer, House of Lords
Panellists:
– Dr Kate Dommett – Senior Lecturer, University of Sheffield
– The Rt Hon Lord Howell of Guildford – Life peer, writer and
economic consultant
– Marnie Howlett – P h D student, London School of Economics
and Political Science; Goodenough College member

Thoroughly enjoyed
this annual lecture by
@Cumberland L odge
and @goodenoughc
on the interplay
between digital and
democracy... A lot
of food for thought
to feed back, and a
brilliant way to kick
off the inclusion and
opportunity series!
Jennifer Llewellyn,
Good Things
Foundation,
November 2019

Dr Sinéad Fitzsimons

Dr Farhan Samanani (second from left) at the launch of our Race in Britain report, October 2019
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Supporting early-career researchers
Launched in 2017, our Research Associate programme supports young and
early-career academics who are committed to promoting social progress through
their research.
By involving Research Associates in our work, we help to build their research and
publication profiles and expand their networks across disciplines and beyond
academia, to increase the reach and impact of their work. Their involvement, in
turn, lends academic rigour to our research and publications, and ensures that the
discussions we convene are guided by the most current research and thinking.
Since launching this scheme, we have worked with 16 early-career researchers from
universities across the UK , including seven in 2019 –20.
– Kat Eghdamian (University College London) – Freedom of Religion & Belief
– Farah Elahi (University of Warwick) – Digital Inclusion: Bridging Divides
– Dr Sinéad Fitzsimons (University of Cambridge) – Resilient Communities
– Dr Robert M cL ean (Northumbria University) – Understanding and Policing Gangs
– Dr Farhan Samanani (Max Planck Institute for the Study of Religion and
Ethnic Diversity) – Race in Britain: Inequalities, Identities, Belonging
– Dr Eva Selenko (Loughborough University) – Working Identities
– Dr James Wallis (University of Essex) – Difficult Histories & Positive Identities
Research Associates are commissioned to carry out independent research on our
behalf and write an accessible, interdisciplinary briefing for one of our conferences
or study retreat programmes. In most cases they also produce a summary report to
highlight the key themes and recommendations that arise from our discussions.
Typically, Research Associates work with us on a freelance basis for up to a year.
As well as attending our residential conference, they participate in the subsequent
consultation, where their draft report is reviewed by conference representatives and
further specialists, and they also take part in the final report launch.
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Case study
Dr Eva Selenko
Research Associate for our Working Identities project, 2018 –19
Eva Selenko is a Senior Lecturer in Work Psychology at Loughborough
University, where she studies the interplay between work and people’s
identity. She was commissioned by Cumberland Lodge in 2018 to support
our Working Identities project as a freelance Research Associate.
Eva wrote our conference briefing and participated in our March 2019
conference and the consultation that followed. She subsequently wrote
our Cumberland Lodge Report on Working Identities (2019) and spoke at
our live-streamed report launch.
Reflecting a year after the report launch, Eva said:
‘It was mind-bending in many ways. Meeting so many super-interesting,
original, inspiring people and working on the briefing document and
Cumberland Lodge Report really assured me in my academic confidence.
‘I met people from very varied backgrounds, including some from highly
regarded pockets of society, who I wouldn’t normally have access to.
What struck me was that we didn’t interact about who we were, but solely
about what we had to say, about our ideas. It was a democratic ‘playing
field’ of ideas, independent of anyone’s background or professional or
societal standing.’
‘I think this work will have a real impact on my own discipline of Work
Psychology. I’ve presented the ideas we developed at Cumberland Lodge
to other universities and developed new collaborations with various
institutions. I’ve linked up with researchers from the University of Glasgow,
for instance, who are working on the world of work, identity and extremism,
and with researchers from Griffith University, Australia, who are interested
in working identities in relation to precarity amongst young people.
‘I’ve also been invited to become a Fellow at the Royal Society for the
advancement of Arts, Commerce and Manufacturing (RSA), for my
research on work in crisis. I suspect that the publicity my research
attracted, through Cumberland Lodge, was one reason for that invitation.
I now hope to contribute to their Futures of Work programme, which is
closely aligned with the ‘working identities’ theme.’

What struck me was that
we didn’t interact about
who we were, but solely
about what we had to say,
about our ideas. It was a
democratic ‘playing field’
of ideas, independent of
anyone’s background
or professional or
societal standing.
Dr Eva Selenko

‘I’m still in contact with a number of the participants on social media, and
we support one another’s work. I won’t forget a particular conversation
I had, with an Oxford professor who encouraged me not to shy away
from ‘doing the unusual’ with my research and working across traditional
academic disciplines. Since then, I’ve written two interdisciplinary papers,
one of which has been submitted to Political Psychology, and I’m currently
developing a third on the political consequences of work changes, which
unites elements of politics, sociology and psychology.
‘The life-changes people have had to adapt to during the COVID -19
pandemic have certainly questioned their established identities. The
Cumberland Lodge experience has made me think more broadly about the
role that working identities play in political cohesion, and what we might do
to strengthen them. This is a really pressing question for society right now,
and in the next few years I see myself exploring this field of study further.’
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Case study
Dr Robert M cLean
Research Associate for our Understanding & Policing Gangs project, 2018 –19
Robert M cL ean is a Lecturer in Criminology at Northumbria University,
Newcastle. He was commissioned to write our briefing document
and final report on Understanding & Policing Gangs. He attended the
conference and consultation, and spoke at our report launch at New
Scotland Yard in January 2020.
‘This experience has undoubtedly opened up doors for me. Not only
did I thoroughly enjoy participating in the conference and subsequent
discussions, but I was able to network effectively with academics, scholars
and practitioners from a wide range of backgrounds, across the UK . These
connections have helped me to advance my own career since, and I have
since been invited to speak on a variety of topics, ranging from youth
inclusion to exploitation and marginalisation, to county lines drug dealing.
I have since been invited
to speak on a variety of
topics, ranging from youth
inclusion to exploitation
and marginalisation, to
county lines drug dealing.
Dr Robert M cL ean

‘Likewise, I have since produced a number of reports, articles and books
on the issues addressed by the conference. My work with Cumberland
Lodge has enabled more people to find out about my work, access my
research and also develop collaborative efforts. For example, it attracted
the attention of the organisers of an online international conference,
where I was asked to present my findings.
‘Had it not been for Cumberland Lodge, such things would have not been
possible. It has given me a platform to voice issues and connect with
others who are working on similar things. As an early-career researcher,
such an opportunity is very important.’

Dr Robert McLean (far right) on the panel for the launch of our Understanding & Policing Gangs report, January 2020
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Commonwealth Futures: Youth Perspectives symposium participants, December 2020

3k+

students visited us
this year

18

Cumberland Lodge
Scholars supported

2.9k+
Cumberland Lodge
Scholars supported

31

student bursaries
awarded

Inspiring young people to
become thought leaders
Cumberland Lodge has been providing transformational experiences and opportunities
for students and young people across all academic disciplines, since 1947.
Young people are at the heart of our ethos and we involve them in all aspects of
our work, to nurture their potential as future thought leaders and change makers.
In normal times, almost 4,000 students visit us every year. Examples of the impact
we are having can be found on the pages that follow.
In the first half of 2019 –20, before the impact of the pandemic was felt, we welcomed
2,949 students from higher-education institutions for residential study retreats.
We involved many more young people – sixth-form and college pupils through to
doctoral studies and early-career researchers – in our cross-sector conferences,
consultations and report launches, and our panel discussions, webinars and retreats.
We offer bursaries to help students with limited financial means to take part in
study retreats and conferences at Cumberland Lodge with their peers. This year we
awarded 15 fully funded bursaries to help students attend study retreats and 16 for
doctoral students to benefit from our cross-sector conferences and discussions.
Study retreat bursaries are awarded on the basis of financial need, while conference
bursaries are awarded according to both academic merit and financial need, through
competitive application rounds, with up to five places available per conference.
Physical sciences

22%

Arts and humanities

23%

Academic
disciplines
represented by
participants in our
student conferences
in 2019 –20

Social sciences

55%

LSE International Relations study retreat participants, December 2019

Subsidised study
retreats
We hosted 68 residential student
study retreats this year, ahead of the
national lockdown. These brought
2,949 students to Cumberland
Lodge from 22 universities and
higher-education institutions across
the UK . This was in addition to the
many hundreds of students we
involved, throughout the year, in our
own conferences, panel discussions,
webinars and retreats, and supported
through our Scholarship schemes.
These visiting study retreats are
subsidised by our charitable funds,
as part of our mission to bring
together students and young
people for open dialogue in safe
and inspiring surroundings, away
from their normal places of study or
spheres of academic thinking.
Over the last three years, more than
10,250 students have visited us on
residential study retreats subsidised
by our charitable funds, from
35 universities and other
higher-education institutions.

‘Cumberland Lodge was truly
an enriching experience. I
am sure all that attended can
agree that we returned…
happy, inspired and refreshed.
I had the opportunity to gain
deeper insight into matters
that pertain to my programme,
and exchange knowledge and
ideas with others. The trip
also strengthened old
friendships and enabled me
to make new friends with
people on my course.’
Ebun Omilaju, Master’s
student in International
Development at the
London School of
Economics, reporting on
an October 2019 study
retreat that explored
different perspectives
on solving the global
environmental crisis
‘Both cohorts had a wonderful
time making friends, meeting
staff, and getting their brains
focused on historical thinking
after a long summer off!’
UCL History Department
account of two
undergraduate residential
study retreats on Historians
and Climate Change, held
at Cumberland Lodge,
October 2019
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‘Everyone could mingle
freely, meet new friends and
get to know their classmates
outside of the classroom...
It was a wonderful weekend
away from London, a great
opportunity to create and
consolidate new friendships,
get to know the faculty, and
expand our minds beyond our
current course list.’
Asha Herten-Crabb and
Rachel Zhou, P h D students
at the London School of
Economics who attended
a postgraduate study
retreat in December 2019,
exploring topics outside
of their particular fields of
research.
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Doctoral students at our annual Scholars' Retreat, September 2019

Cumberland Lodge Scholarships
#cl S cholarships
This year, we welcomed ten new Cumberland Lodge Scholars and
continued to support our cohort of eight who joined us in 2018 –19.
Their names and universities are listed on the inside-front cover of this
report. In the spring, we appointed a further ten Scholars to join us in
September 2020, having once again received a high volume of competitive
applications from doctoral students across the UK .
Throughout the year, our Scholars were involved in our conferences
and discussions, both at Cumberland Lodge and online, by helping to
facilitate, contributing to the dialogue, presenting podcasts, and writing
newsletter articles or reflective blog posts on their experiences.

‘The Scholarship has made
me realise how much I can
contribute when discussing
social issues and how
empowering that is. It has
been fascinating to be involved
in Cumberland Lodge activities
and getting to know so many
different people. Their passion
and interests have become an
inspiration for me.’
Linamaría Pintor Escobar,
Cumberland Lodge Scholar
2019 –21, P h D student
at Edge Hill University,
Lancashire

This renowned Scholarship scheme, spanning two academic years, offers
doctoral students who are committed to promoting social progress
the chance to set themselves apart, by deepening their understanding
of pressing societal issues and developing valuable skills in public
engagement, networking, communication and interdisciplinary working.
In every new cohort, one Scholar is nominated by Cara, the Council for
At-Risk Academics, which supports academics at risk of persecution in
their home countries to work in British universities.

Scholars’ retreats and reunions
This year, we held our annual Scholars’ Retreat on 7– 9 September 2019,
with an introduction to our history and ethos, team-building exercises,
and practical sessions on public speaking, writing for non-academic
audiences and hosting podcasts. One of our Visiting Fellows, the senior
barrister Lord Anderson of Ipswich QC , gave a presentation on
‘The Internet and the State’. The Scholars also took part in one of
our St Catharine’s Sessions for visiting student groups.

Scholars, past and present, taking part in our virtual Scholars' Reunion, August 2020

'Having a weekend to
bond with the other
scholars left me inspired
by their world-improving
research and thrilled to
have opened so many
new friendships. Getting
to know the Cumberland
Lodge team makes me
even more enthused
to help the Lodge
include all viewpoints
in conversations on the
toughest social issues.
Cumberland Lodge is full
of kindness.’
Tyson Rallens,
Cumberland Lodge Scholar
2019 –21, DP hil student at
Saïd Business School,
University of Oxford

A team-building exercise to inspire creative thinking, at our Scholars' Retreat
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Staff and Scholars meeting our Patron, Her Majesty The Queen, with our Chair of Trustees, February 2020

A lasting network
In February 2020, ten Scholars returned for a weekend to work on three
new St Catharine’s Sessions for our visiting student groups, each exploring
a pressing issue facing young people today. On the final day, we were
joined by our Patron and Scholars had the opportunity to discuss their
proposals privately with Her Majesty.
For the first time this year, we hosted a virtual reunion for our Scholars
past and present, via Zoom, on 8 August 2020, to help launch a new
Scholars’ Network. Twenty former Scholars joined us, representing
every cohort since the scheme launched in 2014. Three of our current
Scholars had devised the programme, with room for social interaction,
and discussions on two main themes:
‘I found the process of
recording a podcast daunting
at first, but I was really
pleased with how it went
and found it a really positive
and confidence-building
experience.’
Kristin O’Donnell,
Cumberland Lodge Scholar
2019 -21, P h D student at the
University of Brighton

– Broadening the scope of school curricula to consider different
perspectives on our colonial history, drawing on recommendations
from our Difficult Histories & Positive Identities report (2019)
– Evaluating how well we monitor and promote diverse participation in
the conferences and discussions we convene.
Our Scholars’ Network offers a way of keeping in touch with, and
connecting, past Scholars, and providing avenues for ongoing mentoring
and career support. The Network is co-ordinated via Facebook and
email, to help ensure that the benefits of a Cumberland Lodge Scholarship
last well beyond the intensive two-year term.
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Case study
Heather Hatton
Cumberland Lodge Scholar 2019 –21, P h D student at the University of Hull
‘The best thing about being a Cumberland Lodge Scholar is the
opportunity it gives you to participate in discussions outside of your own
area of research. As a P h D researcher, you become an expert in a very
specific area within your discipline and rarely get the chance to engage in
interdisciplinary conversations; but being a Cumberland Lodge Scholars
enables you to do just that.
‘I’ve had the privilege of being able participate in many stimulating
conversations far removed from of my field of expertise. These have
not only broadened my horizons and developed my understanding of
complex topics, but they have also allowed me to engage in meaningful
interdisciplinary dialogue concerning pressing social and ethical issues
facing both the UK and the world.
‘We get the opportunity to network with people from all walks of life,
from senior figures in politics to member of grassroots and charity
organisations and participate in discussions that ultimately inform
recommendations for practical and policy change.
‘We also have the chance to develop our public engagement,
communications and event facilitation skills, which are valuable assets
for a career in academia, industry or elsewhere.’
Supporting personal development
As part of our Cumberland Lodge Scholarship, we offer Personal
Development Grants of up to £300 to support creative endeavours that
enhance Scholars’ leadership development and public engagement skills,
and promote more peaceful, open and inclusive societies.

Cumberland Lodge Scholar, Dr Alexander Blower, presenting a live Dialogue & Debate webinar, August 2020
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Case study
Dr Angelika Love
Cumberland Lodge Scholar 2018 –20, social psychologist and DP hil
graduate from the Oxford Centre for the Study of Intergroup Conflict,
University of Oxford
Angelika’s doctoral research focused on how relationships between social
groups change when boundaries between an ‘in-group’ and ‘out-group’
become increasingly blurred, particularly in relation to multi-ethnic
individuals in those groups.
Angelika applied for a Personal Development Grant during the second
year of her Cumberland Lodge Scholarship to help launch a new series
of podcasts that responds to the COVID -19 crisis and explores different
approaches to improving social integration.
Our grant allowed her to buy a domain name and build a microsite to
promote the series, and to invest in recording equipment. Angelika Love’s
Conversations is available across all major podcasting channels.
‘My experience as a Cumberland Lodge Scholar challenged me to assess
where and how I could continue to help build resilient and creative
communities; communities that thrive on diversity and pursue their
purpose in a sustainable and socially conscious way.
‘My Personal Development Grant enabled me to achieve a high quality of
output and to share Season One of Angelika Love’s Conversations with an
international audience. The series consists of long-form interviews, with
activists, entrepreneurs and academics who are working to create more
equitable, integrated and peaceful communities.
‘Angelika Love’s Conversations is very much made in the spirit of
Cumberland Lodge – grounded in the belief that social integration and
bridge-building initiatives should not fall off the radar during a period of
social isolation.
‘Each episode draws attention to innovative ways of helping people to
flourish within societies, and I hope I can highlight the many large and
small ways in which each of us can work towards creating more
integrated communities.’
Angelika completed two series of the podcast by the end of 2020. It has
helped to open new doors for her.
Angelika has used her social integration expertise and social psychology
research to help develop a new Dialogue and Peacemaking curriculum for
UWC Atlantic College in Wales, to equip students with the knowledge and
skills to contribute towards healthier and more cohesive communities.
My experience as a
Cumberland Lodge
Scholar challenged me
to assess where and
how I could continue to
help build resilient and
creative communities

She has also advised Amicus Ltd on team diversity, innovation and
performance, and been invited to speak at events such as ‘Working
Futures: The Virtual Big Reset’ in 2020, a virtual gathering of board-level
and senior HR Directors.
Angelika currently works as a Leadership Specialist at Russell Reynolds
Associates, advising companies on transformational leadership styles that
can meet the challenges of a rapidly changing global business environment.
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Amy Buller PhD Scholarship
This year marked the completion of the second term of our jointly funded
Amy Buller P h D Scholarship with Royal Holloway, University of London.
Amber Pierce has been supported for three years, to help her carry
out doctoral research into the role of historians as expert witnesses in
Holocaust trials held from 1947–2000.
The Scholarship also gave Amber the opportunity to get involved in our work
by helping to host visiting student study retreats at Cumberland Lodge, at
weekends. She also helped to facilitate some of our interdisciplinary panel
discussions and wrote guest blog posts on her experiences.
Case study
Amber Pierce
Amy Buller P h D Scholar 2017–2020
‘It is no exaggeration to say that I would not be where I am today
without the guidance and opportunities provided by Cumberland Lodge
throughout my time as the Amy Buller P h D Scholar. The opportunities that
I have had the privilege of experiencing (both academically and in terms of
networking), over the past three years, have had a profound impact on my
thesis research and my future career path.
‘Several cases demonstrate the unique opportunities that Cumberland
Lodge offers to scholars in aiding their personal and professional
development. For instance, during the second year of my P h D, I had the
privilege of chairing a panel for the first time at the ‘Difficult Histories &
Positive Identities’ conference. The panel consisted of Professor Neil
Gregor and Christian Davies, the Guardian correspondent in Poland, who
both produced thought-provoking papers, and subsequent discussions I
had with them increased my academic engagement with Holocaust Studies.

The opportunities that
I have had the privilege
of experiencing (both
academically and in
terms of networking),
over the past three years,
have had a profound
impact on my thesis
research and my future
career path.

‘My most notable memory of the Lodge comes from my first year. It was
my very first weekend working at the Lodge, and we were hosting students
from Lincoln’s Inn. One of the guests mentioned in passing that he had
been involved in an appeal for a Holocaust trial. It turned out that the trial
he was referring to was not only the sole Holocaust trial to have achieved
a conviction in the UK , but it had been significantly under-studied. As a
result of this conversation, it became the primary focus of one of my thesis
chapters and is one of my most unique contributions towards academia.
Without the help and networking opportunities that the Lodge presented,
this chapter would not exist!
‘I made some fantastic memories throughout my Scholarship, and it offered
me innumerable opportunities to develop my academic engagement. I
really wouldn’t have been able to do it without all of your help!’
Amber passed her P h D viva in February 2021 and was contacted by
publishers interested in sharing her research. In September 2021, she
takes up a Graduate Diploma course in Law at City Law School, University
of London. She hopes to become a human rights lawyer.
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This year, we appointed a new Amy Buller PhD Scholar to join
us for three years, starting in September 2020.
Joshua Rice is a cultural history student from Woking in Surrey. His P h D
explores issues of power and identity, and the importance of debates in
disseminating religious beliefs and ideas over time. Outside of academia,
Joshua volunteers as a gallery steward at Watts Gallery in Compton.
He has previously worked on a project to digitalise archive materials from
the Royal Albert Hall, to make them more accessible to the public.
‘My beliefs resonate closely with the aims of Cumberland Lodge.
The opportunity to tackle the causes and effects of social division,
alongside my studies, will be a highly rewarding experience.
‘It is an honour to be named as the Amy Buller Scholar, and over the next
three years I look forward to engaging with complex challenges with the
inquiring and interdisciplinary approach that Amy Buller envisioned when
Cumberland Lodge was founded.’
Joshua Rice, Amy Buller P h D Scholar

Welcoming international students
Since our founding in 1947, we have nurtured strong
connections with international friends from across the
Commonwealth and beyond who come to stay in the UK .
We bring together students and young people from diverse
backgrounds and perspectives to engage in meaningful, open
dialogue on issues that affect and connect us all. Our aim is to
nurture in them the understanding, skills and inspiration they
need to become active citizens and change makers in the world.
In December 2019, we convened two major conferences for
international students and young people – a youth symposium
on Commonwealth Futures, and our annual Commonwealth &
International Student Christmas Conference. We also delivered
our fourth Emerging International Leaders Programme for
international postgraduates based at UK universities.

Commonwealth Futures: Youth Perspectives
Youth symposium, 1– 3 December 2019 #cl C ommonwealth

Commonwealth Futures participant

Our Commonwealth Futures: Youth Perspectives symposium
involved 66 participants from 25 countries across the
Commonwealth, half of whom were representing UK
universities. The gathering was convened in partnership with
the Association of Commonwealth Universities (ACU), the
British Council, and the Commonwealth Secretariat.

Commonwealth Youth Task-Force representatives with Dr Arjoon Suddhoo,
at Commonwealth Futures: Youth Perspectives, December 2019

This symposium explored youth-focused priorities for the future of the
Commonwealth, in relation to ICT Innovation and The Rule of Law in
particular. Its aim was to generate youth-led ideas and recommendations
for the Commonwealth’s Youth-led Taskforce to present to the next
Commonwealth Youth Forum, taking place in Rwanda alongside the
Commonwealth Heads of Government Meeting (CHOGM).
Special guests at Cumberland Lodge, alongside representatives from a raft
of Commonwealth institutions, included:
– Her Excellency Yamina Karitanyi – UK High Commissioner for the
Republic of Rwanda
– Dr Arjoon Suddhoo – Deputy Secretary–General of the
Commonwealth Secretariat
– Christine Ohuruogu, MBE – retired Olympic athlete; and
Law graduate from Queen Mary University of London.
Global impact
The youth-led recommendations we published from this youth-led
symposium, in 2020, have since been incorporated into the draft policy
paper prepared by the Commonwealth Youth-led Taskforce ahead of the
postponed Commonwealth Youth Forum 2021. Once ratified at the global
Youth Forum, this paper will be circulated to everyone participating in the
upcoming Commonwealth Heads of Government Meeting in Rwanda, and
help to inform future Commonwealth policy.
‘I had never before been in a room that was as diverse in thought as it was
in race, religion and cultural identity… The programme widened my world
view and showed me the scope to create change outside of my current
organising circles.
‘This is something I have taken into my job, where I support young people
to organise social action projects and campaigns in their own communities.
‘To sum up the experience, I would not be doing it justice to describe it as
anything other than life-changing and awe-inspiring. I had always thought
of the Commonwealth as a legacy of Empire, not as a mechanism for
addressing inequality or a platform for supporting other countries.’
Nabeela, Law student at Sheffield Hallam University
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‘Having come to Canada as a refugee from Somalia, I jumped at the chance to attend this
unique opportunity to meet with other driven, future leaders from across the world…
‘It allowed me to not only better understand the issues faced by other communities, but
also to help generate better solutions to the concerns faced in my own neighbourhood.
‘One of the highlights of my immersion in such a rich learning environment was that
the symposium allowed us to use our voices clearly and effectively. We were allowed
to create, present and defend our ideas and perspectives in a way that honed
our arguments…
‘I was fortunate enough to connect meaningfully with many other young leaders who
I hope to stay connected with so that we may continue to work and grow together…
This symposium was a phenomenal experience and gave me the opportunity to
accelerate my global learning and expand my own views.’
Ahmednur, P h D student in Health Policy and Politics at M cM aster University,
Canada, January 2020

The last two days
have shown me that
there are gifted and
inspirational people
around the world who
want to inspire change
in their communities.
Truly blessed to have
had an opportunity
to connect and
collaborate.
Amaan, international
student participant

I learnt a great deal
from my fellow
participants on what
we can do to ensure
our ideas make a real
difference to others.
Nimra, international
student participant

Engaging in meaningful
discussions with
distinguished speakers
and passionate young
people across the
Commonwealth left me
feeling inspired, energised
and confident about our
future. It was a valuable
opportunity for youth
leaders to share our
diverse and innovative
ideas on a global scale
and influence change.
Catherine, international
student participant

The diversity of voices
present was a true
testament to the diversity
of the Commonwealth,
and the wealth of
knowledge that its
youth have in shaping its
ever-evolving future.
Symposium participant

ICT, technology and
the rule of law are all
pivotal in shaping a
future of empowered
young people, and
it was a privilege
to contribute...
Incredibly pertinent
conversations...
Conversation doesn’t
stop here, let’s move!
Renee, young social
entrepreneur and
community worker

Cumberland Lodge has
changed my perspective
of a lot of things. My eyes
have been opened, my
work ethic and drive have
been transformed and I
now will work achieving
my goals.
Symposium participant

Definitely the room to
be in today. Really looking
forward to continuing
the conversation.
Nicola Brentnall,
The Queen’s
Commonwealth Trust

I was privileged to be
invited to listen to these
inspirational presentations.
Andrew Larpent,
Common A ge

Met youth from around
the world and left feeling
recharged and inspired!
Elizabeth, international
student participant
@i Tunu_Speaks

Participants at our Commonwealth & International Student Christmas Conference, December 2019

Commonwealth & International Student
Christmas Conference
Student conference, 18 –20 December 2019 #cl C hristmas
This year’s Christmas Conference featured workshops and panel
discussions on the theme of ‘Digital Society’, exploring our changing
relationship with emerging technologies, at both a societal and
individual level. Guest speakers and facilitators included:
– Marceline Bresson – Student President of the Oxford Economics Society,
University of Oxford; Co-founder of the Oxford European Forum
– Professor Lionel Tarassenko CBE – President of Reuben College,
University of Oxford
– Kal Turnbull – Chief Executive and Co-founder of Change AV iew.com
– Dr Neil Sadler – Lecturer in the School of Arts, English & Languages,
Queen’s University of Belfast
We were joined by 33 Commonwealth and international students
from 19 UK universities, representing 19 nationalities.

‘A unique experience that will definitely
impact our lives in many ways: academic,
cultural, social and beyond. This is what
international students need: a warm
welcome, a gentle guidance, inclusion
into cultural rituals and traditions,
combined with fun and socialisation.
‘I am looking forward to representing
international students in our department,
and I will try to make a difference for
them, having in mind all the experience
and insights I gained.’
Olga Nakalova, Commonwealth
& International Student Christmas
conference participant, December 2019
‘Amazing experience. I massively
enjoyed meeting people from different
backgrounds, perspectives and
even talents!’
Christmas conference participant, 2019
‘A unique opportunity for students
from a wide range of backgrounds to
come together and debate the biggest
challenges facing society, learn more
about one anothers’ lives, and realise
we have a lot more in common than we
probably thought.’
Christmas conference participant, 2019
‘A lovely way of meeting curious
people from all around the world…
An unforgettable event.’
Christmas conference participant, 2019

Team-building exercise for participants at our Commonwealth & International Student
Christmas Conference, December 2019
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Article 18 of
the Universal
Declaration
of Human Rights:
Everyone has the right
to freedom of thought,
conscience and religion;
this right includes
freedom to change his
religion or belief, and
freedom, either alone
or in community with
others and in public
or private, to manifest
his religion or belief
in teaching, practice,
worship and observance.

Emerging International Leaders participants visiting Kingston Liberal Synagogue, December 2019

Emerging International Leaders Programme
Freedom of religion or belief retreats

#clF oRB

Since 2016, our Emerging International Leaders Programme on Freedom of
Religion or Belief (F oRB) has supported 200 international postgraduate
students, based in the UK on Chevening or Commonwealth Scholarships,
with the skills and insight to become powerful advocates of human rights at
British universities and all over the world.
In 2019 –20 this programme supported 52 students aged 21– 35, from
29 countries and 33 universities across England, Scotland, Wales and
Northern Ireland.
We convened three intensive study retreats – in December 2019, January
2020 and April 2020 (the third of which was convened online, due to
lockdown restrictions) – and welcomed 30 guest speakers from diverse
backgrounds and faith perspectives to contribute to the programme.
Participants also had the chance to visit Kingston Liberal Synagogue, the
Royal Chapel of All Saints in Windsor Great Park, and the Jamia Masjid
& Islamic Centre in Slough, and engage in open dialogue with faith leaders
in each setting.
Ahead of this year's programme, we commissioned freelance Research
Associate, Kat Eghdamian, to review and update our three original
briefings from 2016 and consolidate them into one document.

‘I have never felt more
committed towards
advocating for peaceful
coexistence. We were
reminded as emerging leaders
to take care of ourselves, too.
It’s normal to want to solve the
universe problems; to want to
be the best and a good leader,
[but] we should know when to
retreat for a breath of fresh air
and find a support system that
we can always fall back on.’
Taibat, SOAS University of
London, @toy_eebah
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Demographic characteristics of our Emerging
International Leaders participants in 2019 –20:

Gender

Male

24

Female

28

Other
3

Mixed

2

White

6

Asian
Ethnic
background
‘This programme equips people to be more
accommodating of others and, in so doing, to
explore and learn about other religions and beliefs.
It also introduces emerging leaders to one another,
creating an ‘army’ of F oRB champions across the globe.
One of my best experiences in the UK .’
International student participant, 2020
‘Discovered how important it is for us to step back
and check ourselves, instead of judging others.’
Monika, University of Oxford, January 2020
‘I don’t have words to express how grateful I am
for belonging to this initiative @Cumberland L odge.
The F oRB program has been one of my most
important experiences during this year.’
Corina, London School of Economics, January 2020
‘I have never felt more committed towards advocating
for peaceful coexistence. The highlight for me was the
panel session on ‘Stepping up to Leadership’. I love
how the panellists shared their personal experiences.’
Hussain, SOAS University of London, January 2020
‘The programme has fostered my understanding of
religion and belief and provided me with theoretical
tools and hands-on skills to foster interfaith and
intercultural dialogue, to build consensus, and to
create positive change.’
Francisco, University of Leeds, April 2020

20

Black/
African/
Caribbean
21

Other
4

No religion

5

Hindu

6

Religious
identity

Muslim

17

Christian

20
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Case study
Parvathy Ramesh
Emerging International Leaders participant, 2019 –20
Parvathy joined the Emerging International Leaders Programme as a
Commonwealth Scholar, studying for an MS c in Global Mental Health at
the University of Glasgow.
‘The programme gave me the chance to engage in conversations with
people from diverse backgrounds, and to gain a well-rounded perspective
on the complex interplay between faith and wellbeing. I developed a real
interest in understanding the way that faith interacts with socio-political
systems in determining mental health. Fellow participants who were P h D
students also gave me great advice and encouragement to pursue doctoral
research after my Master’s.
Parvathy has since been awarded funding from the Global Challenges
Research Fund to undertake a P h D in Mental Health at the University of
Manchester, working on suicide and self-harm amongst women in India.
‘As part of my research I have been investigating the impact of religion on
mental health and suicide, amongst other actors – particularly in the context
of rising Hindu nationalism and current conversations about freedom
of religion in India. I am interested in how this could help with devising
effective treatment and suicide prevention measures, and it was my time at
Cumberland Lodge that led me wanting to examine this crucial issue.
‘The dialogue I took part in at Cumberland Lodge gave me the skills to
talk about, and critically analyse such a topic with sensitivity – both in my
research but also in everyday life. I am incredibly grateful for this experience,
and I know for sure that my academic and personal life has greatly benefited
from this programme. In the future I hope to build on my P h D research to
explore how religion and politics affect suicide prevention.’
Case study
Bassam Baghat
Emerging International Leaders participant 2019 –20
Bassam Baghat joined us as a Chevening Scholar working towards an MA in
Human Rights at Kingston University London. Informed by his human rights
background and his experiences at Cumberland Lodge, he contributed
to a chapter to a book on Blasphemies Compared: Transgressive Speech in a
Globalised World (November 2020), edited by Professor Anne Stensvold.
Bassam completed some of the final revisions to this chapter, on the
implementation of blasphemy law in Egypt, his home country, whilst
staying at Cumberland Lodge for one of our F oRB retreats.
‘The debates we had at Cumberland Lodge brought religious freedom
issues to life for me. It was very useful to listen live to counter-arguments
to freedom of speech in cases of blasphemy, in terms of’ protecting
religious figures’ or ‘avoiding harm to believers’.
‘I had the chance to discuss different perspectives with fellow participants
from diverse religious backgrounds, whose ideas were extremely
enriching for my understanding of these complex issues.’
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We keep in touch with our Emerging International Leaders
alumni around the world and it is always heartening to hear
about how their experiences at Cumberland Lodge are
continuing to shape their work and lives.
Case study
Francis Ayomoh
Emerging International Leaders participant, 2018 –19
Francis came to the UK on a Commonwealth Scholarship, to complete a
Master’s degree at the London School of Economics (LSE ) and the London
School of Hygiene & Tropical Medicine. Two years on, he works as Senior
Medical Officer and Health Economist at the Nigerian Federal Ministry of
Health, working on the Government’s response to COVID -19.
‘At the time, I was President of LSE ’s Health Society with more than 150
members from all over the world – with different backgrounds, religions,
beliefs. The Cumberland Lodge programme helped immediately. It was an
enriching experience. It made me more aware of the importance of allowing
people independent choices, and of accepting their choices, resolving conflict
without violence, demonstrating tolerance and learning how to avoid conflict.
‘A few conflicts arose among the members and I used what I learnt at
Cumberland Lodge to resolve them. I encouraged people to express their
views freely, in a way that allowed others to respond and decide whether to
agree, and without taking offence if people disagreed.
‘The programme also helped my interactions with course-mates in London
and with my lectures on topics like religion, gay rights, abortion and the
Holocaust – topics that people often shy away from. We had healthy debates
and discussions, even on difficult topics, and still saw each other eye-to-eye,
agreeing to disagree.’
After completing his course, Francis took up a short internship, which
involved working in Uganda, Zimbabwe and Kenya.
‘Some beliefs I came across in these countries were strange to me, but I knew
they needed to be respected. Some members of the team would refuse to
work with one another if they were from different tribes or religions that were
judged to be violent, but whatever people’s background, I tried to understand
them, accommodate them and promote good working relationships.

It made me more aware
of the importance
of allowing people
independent choices,
and of accepting their
choices, resolving
conflict without
violence, demonstrating
tolerance and learning
how to avoid conflict.
Francis Ayomoh

‘I’ve already helped to settle minor disputes based on religion and traditional
practices. When I’m involved in politics around the management of COVID -19,
Cumberland Lodge frequently comes to mind. Now I can control myself
better when emotions and tensions are high, and make people understand
that they need to hear each other out, respect different beliefs and come to
a shared understanding. It’s helped us to interact more effectively within the
Ministry of Health over the last few months, particularly.’
Francis has also been working with two students he met at Cumberland Lodge
– a Ghanaian student from the University of Oxford, and a fellow Nigerian
student from another London university – on a systematic review of Freedom
of Religion or Belief in relation to gender and health in sub-Saharan Africa.
He hopes to return to the UK to do a DP hil at the University of Oxford and his
longer-term goal is to work for the United Nations or the World Bank.
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Participants in our Emerging International Leaders Programme, January 2020

Case study
Shailesh Kumar
Emerging International Leaders participant, 2017–18
Shailesh joined us as a Law student at Birkbeck, University of London,
on a Commonwealth Scholarship from India.
‘This programme was a journey that left an indelible mark on my life.
The sheer diversity of scholars I met – from 30 countries, covering almost
all faiths and beliefs – combined with the thoughts and ideas exchanged
during the programme, was a first-of-its-kind for me. It’s surely helped me
to understand the world of differences and diversity in which we live.

A weekend well spent,
where I had the opportunity
to talk in-depth with great
minds, about diversity,
inclusion and freedom of
religion. I’m glad I took this
step, not only for myself but
for humanity. Learning about
diversity is really beautiful,
but living with diversity in
harmony is more beautiful.’
Adebola, University of
Bath, December 2019
It has shown me the difficult,
sensitive and complex
aspects of F oRB dialogue.
Understanding the nuances at
play is vital... how important
it is for us to learn about our
respective beliefs.’
Vincent, Birmingham School
of Media, January 2020

‘I gained many friends from different parts of the world. Traditionally,
some would have been considered a ‘wrong association’ by my friends
and family members but we have remained in touch and will do for the
rest of my life. We are connected by a WhatsA pp group I started at the
end of the Cumberland Lodge programme. It has been a great platform
for sharing our personal, social, cultural and to some extent political
lives – to organise ourselves and to offer solidarity when required. From
sharing good wishes on birthdays and festivals, to helping with career
advancements, this has been a lifeline.
‘I remember sharing rooms at Cumberland Lodge with an Indian friend
who had a different faith to me, and a Pakistani friend, and learning about
their experiences. It wasn’t for long, but it made me realise that it’s not so
difficult to live with differences in religion or belief. It emboldened me to
value and respect such diversity, and to stand up for it in discussions with
friends when they attempt to press narrower views. I believe this outlook
is also reflected in my recent research and writing.
‘While I was an Associate Tutor at Birkbeck, University of London,
teaching constitutional law and discussing landmark cases on women’s
rights around abortion or the right to wear a hijab, a couple of students
voiced strong views that could have led to hostility. It was my experience
from Cumberland Lodge that helped me to handle the situation sensitively
and to keep the ensuing discussion healthy, informative and rational.
‘Cumberland Lodge played a significant role in not only influencing my
perspective on freedom of religion or belief but also in changing it, in some
contexts. It is worthy of being called one of the best experiences of my life.’

Participants in our Knowledge Cafe for sixth-formers from local schools, November 2019

Engaging local schools

The girls were buzzing
after their Knowledge
Café experience, having
had the opportunity
to think through their
responses to the questions
raised by Darkness
over Germany. The
opportunity to discuss
thoughts and ideas with
their peers from other
schools, encouraged by
staff from Cumberland
Lodge, will also be an
experience that they
will remember.
Jeremy Hart, Director of
Sixth Form, Heathfield
School, Ascot

In November 2019 we hosted a Knowledge Café at The Marist School in
Sunninghill, for 29 sixth-form pupils working towards A-levels in A-levels
in History, Politics and Sociology at local schools. This session explored
the modern-day relevance of accounts from the rise of fascism in 1930 s
Germany. We used selected chapters from Amy Buller’s Darkness over
Germany (1943), the book that inspired our founding, to inspire dialogue
amongst participants and an open exchange of views and ideas.
Partner schools:
– Charters School (Sunningdale)
– Heathfield School (Ascot)
– The Marist School (Sunninghill)
Participants were tasked with looking at Buller’s accounts of ordinary
peoples’ remarkable and often frightening experiences in 1930 s Germany
and relating them to contemporary issues facing young people today, such
the rise of populism and nationalism and young people’s responsibilities in
democratic society. They were also encouraged to think about the value
of intergenerational exchange in learning lessons from the recent past.
These workshops are part of our ongoing work with schools and colleges,
to inspire young people to think more broadly about their role within their
local communities and wider society, and opportunities for promoting
more peaceful, open and inclusive ways of living.
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It was a wonderful
day! Everyone was
so considerate and
helpful, and it was
great to see the
students feeling
comfortable and
confident, asking
questions and
getting involved.
It allowed them to
see everything they
have been learning
about in school,
in a real working
environment, which
has been really
valuable and has
offered them
fresh insight.
Kirsty Horoz,
hospitality and
catering teacher,
Springwest Academy

Pupils from Springwest Academy taking part in a hospitality work enrichment visit, January 2020

In January 2020, we welcomed a group of Year 10 students from
Springwest Academy in Feltham visited us as part of work towards their
Level 1 certificate in Hospitality and Catering.
They spent a day with our hospitality teams, putting into practice the
theory they had gained at school and learning about future employment
routes and teamwork skills. After a tour of the house, they watched a
senior chef preparing a meal for guests and asked him about his work,
helped staff to lay dining tables for guests, and learnt about front-of-house
operations and housekeeping duties. There were also talks and
demonstrations on health and safety at work, what makes great customer
service and professional working practices.
Demographic characteristics of participants in our intergenerational conferences,
consultations, report launches and student programmes, in 2019 –20 :
Age range

Gender

Ethnic background

Under 25



14%

Male

25 – 34



38%

Female

35 – 44



16%

Prefer not to say

45 – 54



13%

Other

3%

55 – 64



10%

White

51%

65 –74



2%

Prefer not to say

10%

75+



1%




38%

Asian etc



53%

Black etc

 16%

 9%

Mixed etc

 14%

16%
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Speakers and contributors
We are grateful to all the
guest speakers and facilitators
who gave up their time to
help us deliver our charitable
mission in 2018 –19.
Here are just a few of our
notable contributors:
The Rt Hon the
Lord Howell of
Guildford
House of Lords

Her Excellency
Yamina Karitanyi
Rwandan Embassy to
the UK

Christine Ohuruogu,
MBE
Olympic, World
and Commonwealth
athletics

Dr Arjoon Suddhoo
Commonwealth
Secretariat

Gori Yahaya
Upskill Digital

Helen Milner, OBE
The Good Things
Foundation

Andy Burnham
Greater Manchester
Combined Authority

Julie Siddiqi
The Big Iftar

Nick Pearson
Parkrun Global

Helen Goulden
The Young Foundation

Amro Hussain
APPG International
Freedom of Religion
or Belief

Prof Linda Yeuh
Economist, writer and
broadcaster

Prof Saskia Sassen
London School of
Economics, and
Columbia University

Will Tanner
Onward think tank
(formerly Home Office
and Downing Street)

Leroy Logan MBE
Voyage Youth (formerly
Metropolitan Police)

Dr Tristram Hunt
Victoria and Albert
Museum

You can find out more about all the recent guests who
have contributed to our events and activities
as speakers, facilitators or panellists, at
cumberlandlodge.ac.uk/about-us/guest-speakers
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Sketch from the In the Heart exhibition by Christina Al-Wakil (inset)

936

visitors to public
events

1.6k+
people took part
in our community
events (online or
on site)

Supporting our local community
As part of our charitable mission, we actively engage our local community with
our work and heritage, through thought-provoking talks, music, art, history and
literature. This year, our enriching programme of community events were enjoyed by
at least 1,670 people, online or in person at Cumberland Lodge.
We aim to make our community initiatives as inclusive and accessible as possible.
Where appropriate, we charge an entry fee to cover our expenses and help to raise
funds in support of our wider programme of events and activities.
During the pandemic, the focus of our community programme moved to supporting
people through the COVID -19 pandemic, both practically and spiritually.

737

people enjoyed
Cumberland
Conversations online

Her Royal Highness The Countess of Wessex reading a lesson for one of our virtual services
for the Royal Chapel and surrounding community

A Conversation with Arabella Dorman

A Conversation with Baroness Hale
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Learning from life stories
In October 2019, we welcomed
a capacity audience to hear from
the internationally acclaimed
war artist Arabella Dorman,
in a thought-provoking
Cumberland Conversation about
her life and work.
Arabella has documented the
impacts of war and conflict on
civilians and refugees, in Iraq,
Afghanistan, Syria, Palestine,
Gaza, Lebanon and across
Europe. We live-streamed this
Conversation on our website
and shared an audio recording
afterwards. Together, these
allowed us to reach a further
160 people.

Incredibly
inspirational.
Cumberland Conversation
attendee, October 2019

‘My doctoral research explores
the politics of war memory,
focusing on how it is depicted
and commemorated through
art. Arabella described how the
still image can powerfully convey
the human story. Although her
paintings depict global conflicts,
her training as a portrait artist
imbues her work with an intimate
quality, capturing moments of
human vulnerability and strength
in extraordinary circumstances.
At the heart of her work is
an attempt to redefine our
understanding of ‘the other’.
Arabella’s work is enriched by her
ability to tell individual stories and
to represent the human face of
conflict. When asked about what
she felt society could learn from her
experiences of war, to help protect
and promote peace and inclusivity,
she spoke about the power that art
has to evoke empathy in the viewer.’
Excerpt from a guest blog post
written by Cumberland Lodge
Scholar Kristin O’Donnell, a
P h D student at the University
of Brighton

In March 2020, we took our Cumberland
Conversations series online, for an
evening with Baroness Hale, who had
recently retired from her role as President
of the Supreme Court. Baroness Hale had
been very much in the public eye during
the momentous political events of August
and September 2019, when she famously
declared Prime Minister Boris Johnson’s
suspension of Parliament, in the weeks
leading up to Brexit, unlawful.
This Conversation was watched by
575 people. Baroness Hale spoke to an
intergenerational audience about how
she became the first woman to become
a Justice of The Supreme Court and a
member of the Law Commission, which
promotes legal reform. She relayed
her experiences of working on laws
including the Children Act 1989, the
Family Law Act 1996 , and the Mental
Capacity Act 2005 , and of juggling work
and family commitments.
‘There is nothing more enjoyable than
helping to mould the understanding and
the knowledge of bright young things.’
Baroness Hale, on helping to lead
study retreats for trainee barristers
at Cumberland Lodge, earlier in her
legal career
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Ana Silvera

Yezidi musicians performing in our Library, February 2020

Music and social justice

Lessons from history and literature

On 8 December 2019, we welcomed the folk
singer-songwriter Ana Silvera to perform an intimate
live session in The Vaults at Cumberland Lodge as a
Christmas fundraiser. Ana has worked on a series of
social justice projects, including a collaboration with
Freedom from Torture to create new music with
survivors of torture, and a composition project with
the Ice & Fire Theatre company to help tell the story
of the Yemeni diaspora.

Once again, Cumberland Lodge took part in the national
Heritage Open Days festival, with free tours available to
the public throughout the day on 14 –15 September 2019.
We welcomed more than 250 visitors to learn about the
history and heritage of the house and our charitable work.
Several went on to become Friends of Cumberland Lodge.

On 5 February 2020, we hosted a small concert
for an invited audience in the Library, as part of an
awareness-raising tour by young Yezidi women
and Qawwali musicians travelling with the AMAR
International Charitable Foundation. This concert
was recorded by BBC Radio 3 and broadcast as part
of its Music Planet series, to highlight the persecution
of Yezidi people in Northern Iraq.

Showcasing local art
In the autumn we hosted In the Heart, a guest
exhibition of sketches and drawings by locally
based artist and former Cumberland Lodge staff
member Christina Al-Wakil. This collection was
inspired by hidden corners of Cumberland Lodge
and its surroundings. Our spring exhibition was also
inspired by the beauty of Windsor Great Park. For
The Love of Creation, by local artists Sally-Anne and
Peter Jones, depicted the changing light and
colours of the Park through the seasons.
We hosted a series of public open mornings on
Saturdays to bring people to the Lodge to enjoy
these works.

We also hosted three literary events for the Windsor Festival
in the autumn, with Sadie Jones speaking about her novel
The Snakes, Simon Heffer on his book Staring at God: Britain in
the Great War, and our Chief Executive talking about his own
recent publication, The Sacramental Sea: A Spiritual Voyage
through Christian History.
In January 2020, 74 guests joined us for our residential
Shakespeare reading retreat, on The Merchant of Venice.
Alongside our regular retreat leaders – The Rt Revd
Dr Rowan Williams, Dr Paul Edmondson, Sir Stanley Wells
and Dr Amanda Piesse – we welcomed the theatre director
Bill Alexander, and Shakespearean actors Anton Lesser and
John M c A ndrew. Delegates also heard about the pioneering
work of award-winning Shakespearean scholar and creator of
Europe’s first in-prison theatre company, Rowan Mackenzie.
‘I find Cumberland Lodge events so refreshing because people
dive right into the most difficult topics. Anti-Semitism anyone?
Yes! The Merchant of Venice brought this current issue right
into the heart of our conversations... Cumberland Lodge does
Shakespeare like it does everything else: with an ear for small
voices and an eye for spotting where the seeds of a better
society might be starting to germinate.’
Tyson Rallens, DP hil Business Studies student and
Cumberland Lodge Scholar who attended our
Shakespeare retreat, January 2020
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Food parcel recipients, April 2020

In the early stages of the first pandemic
lockdown, before local support networks
and supermarket prioritisation were
up and running, Cumberland Lodge
worked with the Crown Estate to prepare
ready-made meals for more than
200 elderly and vulnerable people living
in and around the Great Park.
Fresh produce was provided by the Crown Estate and
prepared on site by our team of chefs. Staff from every team
helped with packing and distribution in the grounds, and
doorstep deliveries were made by Crown Estate employees.
Thousands of meals were cooked, packaged, frozen and then
distributed to isolated households, once a week during the first
two months of lockdown, along with fresh fruit and vegetables,
and essential groceries.
At the same time, we started streaming a weekly service
of Morning Prayer from our green-screen studio, for the
congregation of the Royal Chapel of All Saints in the Great Park,
and the wider local community. This work continued throughout
the pandemic, with more than 60 services shared online.

Our pandemic
response

These services were led by Canon Martin Poll (Chaplain to
Windsor Great Park) or our Chief Executive, and attracted an
average weekly congregation of about 100 viewers. Several of
the clergy of St George’s Chapel, Windsor contributed sermons,
including The Rt Revd David Conner (Dean of Windsor) and
prominent figures such as Terry Waite (the former hostage and
humanitarian) and The Rt Revd Dr Rowan Williams (former
Archbishop of Canterbury and a Visiting Fellow of Cumberland
Lodge). The singer-songwriter Adrian Snell composed music
for our Easter Sunday service, and Her Royal Highness The
Countess of Wessex recorded a reading, having visited staff on
site to help with the distribution of food parcels.

My husband and I
were very touched
and humbled by
the generosity and
caring you, your staff
and other volunteers
have shown us during
these difficult times.’
Food parcel recipient,
March 2020
Our Head Chef preparing freshly baked pies for food parcels

Packing food parcels on the lawn
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As a charity we
rely on the
generosity of
our donors and
supporters, and
on income we
make by hiring out
our facilities to
visiting groups
and individuals.

In 2019 –20, we expended £2 .3 million
on delivering our charitable objectives.
This included providing subsidised
places for 2,949 students from
22 higher-education institutions to
attend residential study retreats at
Cumberland Lodge (see pages 30 – 31),
including 15 bursary places to
allow applicants with limited financial
means to attend with their peers.
We also supported 18 Cumberland
Lodge Scholarships and an Amy Buller
Scholarship in association with Royal
Holloway, University of London (see pages
32 – 38), and awarded 16 bursaries to
enable P h D students carrying out research
in relevant fields to take part in our
residential conferences.
The COVID -19 pandemic has had a hugely
significant impact on our income from
hosting guest conferences and events.
The closure of Cumberland Lodge for
on-site events, between March and
August 2020, resulted in an estimated
loss of £1.1m of income. To mitigate this,
significant cost-cutting measures were
taken, which sadly included some staff
redundancies and reducing the level of
subsidised activities planned for 2020 –21.
As the first lockdown eased a little in the
summer, we were able to start generating
a small amount of income by reopening for
socially distanced dining, take-aways and
a limited amount of bed-and-breakfast
accommodation, but increasingly we
were forced to rely on the Government’s
furlough scheme to safeguard jobs.

Linda Webber

Our 2018 –19 annual report highlighted our
relatively high level of reserves, which are
required both for protecting the work of
the charity and maintaining the complex
of historic, listed buildings that we are
responsible for. Thankfully, these protected
us from the threat of insolvency this year,
but we are acutely aware that the economic
impact of the pandemic will be long-term.
For that reason, we are reviewing
our current business model. We are
particularly conscious of the lack of
diversity in our income streams, with a
high dependency on conference income
and, within that, a particular reliance
on business from the higher-education
sector. As well as a developing a wider
client base, we are also reviewing our
approach to fundraising and how we plan
and deliver our charitable activities.
Before the pandemic, we had already
begun to explore the potential for
increased partnership working with
funding organisations whose objectives
and areas of work align with ours.
This model has financial benefits and also
offers potential for scaling up our work and
increasing its impact, and it is something
we intend to scale up in the years to come.
You can find out more about our
financial position on our
Charity Commission profile.

Linda Webber
Finance Director & Assistant Chief Executive
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Abridged independent
auditors’ report

Financial summary

We have audited the financial statements of Cumberland
Lodge for the year ended 31 August 2020 which comprise
Consolidated Statement of Financial Activities, the
Group and Parent Charitable Company Balance Sheets,
the Consolidated Cash Flow Statement and notes to the
financial statements, including a summary of significant
accounting policies. The financial reporting framework
that has been applied in their preparation is applicable
law and United Kingdom Accounting Standards, including
Financial Reporting Standard 102 ‘The Financial Reporting
Standard applicable in the UK and Republic of Ireland’
(United Kingdom Generally Accepted Accounting Practice).

Donations and legacies

In our opinion, the financial statements:

Charitable activites

– Give a true and fair view of the state of the group’s
and of the parent charitable company’s affairs as at
31 August 2020 and of the group’s and parent charitable
company’s net movement in funds, including the income
and expenditure, for the year then ended;

Other trading activities

£556 k

Investments

£107 k

Total income
£1,937,038

£38 k
£1,036 k

Other (incl. Government grants) £200 k

– Have been properly prepared in accordance with
United Kingdom Generally Accepted Accounting
Practice; and
– Have been prepared in accordance with the requirements
of the Companies Act 2006.
In our opinion, based on the work undertaken in the course
of the audit:
– The information given in the Trustees’ Annual Report
(which includes the strategic report and the directors’
report prepared for the purposes of company law) for
the financial year for which the financial statements are
prepared is consistent with the financial statements; and
– The strategic report and the directors’ report
included within the Trustees’ Annual Report
have been prepared in accordance with applicable
legal requirements.

Total expenditure
£2,649,675

Trading costs
Charitable activities

17 February 2021

For and on behalf of Haysmacintyre LLP, Statutory Auditors,
10 Queen Street Place,
London EC4 R 1AG

£2,260 k

£67 k investment gains, net of costs

People
Kathryn Burton
Senior Statutory Auditor

£390 k

68 employees
9 trustees
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Socially distanced meeting in the Drawing Room at Cumberland Lodge

10.9k
visitors in 2019 –21

6.9k

conference trade
guests

3k+
student visitors

68

student study
retreats subsidised

201

guest events hosted

Conference and events trade
Our Grade II listed facilities are available to hire throughout the year for
conferences, meetings, training courses, away-days, retreats and private
events and celebrations. We attract a broad spectrum of organisations, and
always aim to ensure a good fit with our ethos and heritage.
This year, before the impact of the COVID -19 pandemic was felt,
we welcomed 10,933 people to Cumberland Lodge,
62% of whom were taking part in conferences, meetings
and special events hosted by visiting groups. Once again,
we were pleased to retain our 5 * TripA dvisor rating.
We also completed work on our green-screen
live-streaming studio in The Mews, which is now
available to hire. We carried out comprehensive
risk assessments and put in place a detailed plan to help
keep staff and visitors safe during the pandemic, with
procedures under constant review, and we were pleased
to be awarded ‘We’re Good to Go’ accreditation
from VisitE ngland, in recognition of our Covid-secure status.

Executive meeting in the grounds

Enhanced housekeeping procedures

Socially distanced discussions

Visiting groups
Over the last three
years, more than
10,250 students have
visited us for
residential subsidised
study retreats, from
35 higher education
institutions.

Absolutely loved
the place and had an
amazing time. Being
at Cumberland Lodge
is always a very special
moment for us.
Higher education group
leader, December 2019

Every year, we welcome a rich mix of
organisations and individuals who value the
stimulating environment and renowned
hospitality of Cumberland Lodge as a setting for
their events and discussions. Visiting groups range
from think tanks, charities and research councils,
to global businesses, leadership development
organisations, university departments, Inns of
Court and medical training schemes.
Tucked away in the heart of Windsor Great
Park, yet close to major motorway, train and air
connections, Cumberland Lodge offers visitors
the time and space for deep reflection, creative
thinking and collaboration. Our flexible event
spaces cater for groups of up to 120 people on
site, with remote participation also available.
From September 2019 to mid-March 2020, we
welcomed 6,971 guests for 201 visiting events,
for 108 groups. Of these, 31 groups were visiting
Cumberland Lodge for the first time. The majority
(5,599) were accommodated overnight, while
1,372 guests were day delegates. Every booking
helped to support our charitable work.
Drawing Room meeting
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Flitcroft conference room

We hosted 68 student study retreats
during this period, which accounted for 43%
(2,949) of our conference trade guests.
We also welcomed 1,324 delegates for
our own programme of conferences and
discussions (548 stayed overnight) and a
further 936 guests for open days, venue
showcases, concerts, guided tours and
other public events.
During the COVID - 19 pandemic, we were
unable to host events and gatherings on
site, which meant we lost almost all of our
event income for the second half of the year.

Events we hosted for visiting groups, before the
first COVID -19 lockdown in March 2020 :
Private events
and celebrations

21

Charitable

8

Corporate

29

Professional
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Number of
guest events
hosted in 2019 –20,
by sector

cumberlandlodge.ac.uk/venue-hire

Higher education

68

Medical

20

The grounds are simply
stunning, the service
is impeccable and the
facilities provide for
a fantastic learning
environment. The
place is steeped in
wonderful history...
It’s something I look
forward to every year!
University group leader,
September 2019

As always, a great setting
for a residential course.
The food is amazing...
Great walks in an idyllic
and peaceful setting.
Luxurious rooms and
lovely staff. Feeling
relaxed and inspired
after two days here.
Residential training
course participant,
November 2019

A fabulous occasion!
Everything worked out
perfectly, and everyone
who attended had a
fantastic time. The food
was absolutely delicious,
and I’m certain every
plate was returned
to the kitchen in a
clear state!
Private celebration
organiser, January 2020

Our guests were
absolutely delighted with
everything – the lovely
drive through the Park,
the warm welcome,
the calm and peaceful
atmosphere in the
Lodge, the truly delicious
lunch, the friendly and
helpful staff…
Charity event organiser,
March 2020

International Students House delegates at Cumberland Lodge for a previous retreat

ISH training event at Cumberland Lodge

Case study
Dr Sharon Bolton
Dean of Student Life, International Students House
International Students House (ISH) is a centre for international and
British students in central London. It is a charitable organisation that
provides scholarships, student accommodation, hardship funds, and
a programme of social and cultural activities, to foster an inclusive,
international community and give students who are away from home the
sense of a place where they belong.
ISH has been hosting training events at Cumberland Lodge for over 15 years,
most recently in September 2020.

‘We use Cumberland Lodge as a training centre for our Resident Advisors.
It is the perfect location to get out students out of the city and away from
their daily lives, to allow them time and space for some reflection, learning
and team-building. As a student-focused organisation, with a similar ethos
and history to our own, Cumberland Lodge is a great fit with our charity’s
mission and vision. The best things about visiting are the staff support, from
booking to departure – the welcome, the facilities and the catering provided.’
Amy Hayer, Events & Student Experience Manager, and
Dr Sharon Bolton, Dean of Student Life, International Student House
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Afternoon teas at Cumberland Lodge to generate income during the COVID-19 pandemic, July 2020

Socially distanced hospitality
Once lockdown restrictions started to relax, in the summer, we
introduced socially distanced afternoon teas and a take-away weekend
food box offer, to help generate income. We also invited our close
supporters to come and enjoy bed-and-breakfast accommodation at
Cumberland Lodge.
During this period, we hosted 1,789 people for afternoon tea and
80 bed-and-breakfast guests, and our chefs prepared more than
50 food boxes for neighbours in and around Windsor Great Park.
cumberlandlodge.ac.uk/venue-hire/covid-secure-events
Feedback from lockdown
food box customers:
‘We really enjoyed our
food box. Thanks to the
catering team, who are
always are amazing.’
‘My food box was
truly outstanding.’
‘My box looked splendid
and was obviously very
carefully prepared.
The Chef’s efforts
are well appreciated.’

Feedback from afternoon tea guests:
‘We were made to feel like VIP s. Social distancing at its best: all safety
precautions in place.’
‘What a wonderful experience. The food was superb, the service
excellent and as always, the setting amazing.’
‘It was lovely to bring my parents to somewhere that felt so safe and well
organised. They have been shielding since the start of lockdown and they
both really enjoyed the afternoon doing something ‘normal’.’
‘It was organised brilliantly. We all felt very safe and extremely relaxed.
Our waitress was wonderful: she engaged with everyone at the table.
We would love to visit again.’
‘A fabulous experience. Everything was just so amazing! All the staff
were so friendly and helpful and nothing was too much bother.
We really did have a superb time.’
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Thank-you note drawn on a napkin

Partners and supporters
We are grateful to everyone who generously
provided financial support to Cumberland Lodge
in 2019 –20, through grants, sponsorship or major
donations, including:
– Association of Commonwealth Universities
– Dawes Trust
– Eranda Rothschild Foundation
– Laithwaite’s Wine
– The Leverhulme Trust
– Lincoln’s Inn
– Royal Chapel of All Saints, Windsor Great Park
– The Salisbury Pool Charitable Trust
We are also grateful to the wide range of
organisations with which we partnered,
to help deliver our charitable activities this year:
– British Council
– Commonwealth Secretariat
– Charters School, Sunningdale
– Chevening
– Council for At-Risk Academics (Cara)
– Commonwealth Scholarship Commission
in the UK (CSC)
– The Crown Estate
– The Faith & Belief Forum
– Heathfield School, Ascot
– Humanists UK
– The Marist School, Sunninghill
– Royal Holloway, University of London
– The Runnymede Trust
– The Young Foundation

Afternoon tea in the garden
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Participants in our Climate Futures: Youth Perspectives virtual conference, February 2021

In 2020 –21, we are
continuing to convene
topical, intergenerational
discussions, exploring social
cohesion from a wide range
of angles. A particular focus
of our work has been on
how COVID -19 is affecting
people’s lives in the UK
and relationships between
communities.

Pressing issues we have been addressing include:

While we have been unable to bring
people together in person, we have
harnessed our digital capacity and
green-screen studio to convene Dialogue
& Debate webinars, panel discussions
and virtual conferences, throughout the
pandemic. Cumberland Lodge Scholars
have been closely involved in developing,
facilitating and disseminating ideas
from these discussions, gaining valuable
transferable skills and public engagement
experience along the way.

– The state of public trust in government and the media,
and between communities

– The implications of Brexit for our collective sense
of identity
– The role of music and arts in promoting social cohesion
during the pandemic
– Responding to the UK ’s rapidly changing faith and
belief landscape
– The relationships between education and social mobility
– The role of filmmaking and documentaries in highlighting
social divisions
– Gender inequalities highlighted by the pandemic

– The role of the police in responding to past harms and
supporting reconciliation
– Young people’s perspectives on climate futures, ahead
of the global COP26 summit
We have also been developing an exciting new programme
of conferences, panel discussions and Cumberland
Conversations for the year ahead, along with plans for
marking our 75 th anniversary year.
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Cumberland Lodge has been nurturing and
empowering thought leaders and change makers
since 1947, with far-reaching influence and impact.
In 2022 we invite you to help us mark our
justgiving.com/cumberlandlodge 75th anniversary.
Like all charities we have been hit hard by the effects of the COVID -19
pandemic, and at the time of writing we predict that we will lose a total
of £1.5 million of income as a result of it, largely due to restrictions on the
events and gatherings we rely upon for our income.
Now, more than ever, we are inviting you to support our work in
harnessing the potential that young people have to promote social
progress, and in facilitating intergenerational learning and inclusive
dialogue on issues that affect us all.

Find out how
you could
support us
to expand
our reach

You can also support us by on Amazon Smile, or by text-giving from your
phone or mobile device. To donate on mobile, text LODGE to 70085 to
donate £5 (text charged at £5 plus a standard rate message). To donate £10,
text LODGE 10 to the same number (text charged at £10 plus a standard
rate message), or change the amount you would like to give, accordingly.
To find out more about how you could support us or get involved in our
work, please get in touch at enquiries@cumberlandlodge.ac.uk

Cumberland Lodge is a charity that
empowers people, through dialogue and
debate, to tackle the causes and effects of
social division.
Since 1947, we have been breaking down silo thinking, building
cross-sector networks and promoting thought leadership, to
support more peaceful, open and inclusive societies.
We host intergenerational conferences, panel discussions,
webinars and retreats, alongside a vibrant programme of
cultural and educational events for the local community.
We actively involve students and young people in all aspects of
our work, and run dedicated programmes that nurture their
potential as future thought leaders and change makers.
Our Grade II listed facilities are available to hire for residential
or non-residential conferences, meetings and special events.
Every booking helps to support our charitable work.
Cumberland Lodge
The Great Park
Windsor
Berkshire SL4 2HP
cumberlandlodge.ac.uk
enquiries@cumberlandlodge.ac.uk
01784 432316

@cumberlandlodge
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